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APPENDIX I

ACQUISITION PERFORMANCE STUDIES

A. INTRODUCTION

Acquisition, the attainment of the nominal spacecraft attitude

orientation following orbital injection, consists (for the SAGS

control configuration)of three phases:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Rate Damping - during which the initial angular velocities

following injection are removed.

Roll/Yaw Acquisition - during which the pitch axis is

aligned normal to the orbit plane.

Pitch Acquisition - during which the yaw axis of the space-

craft is aligned with the local vertical.

The rate damping phase commences when the spacecraft separates

from the final injection stage. The precise character of this mode

of operation will depend upon the nature of the injection; if the

vehicle is injected by a spinning stage one of the several of the

available despin mechanisms for spinning vehicles may be used,

while if the injection stage is fully stabilized, the rate removal

mechanism (if one is required) may consist of three rate gyros and

a low-capaclty three-axls pneumatic system. In either case, when,

following rate damping, the solar array and the inertia mast are

deployed, the angular velocities of the vehicle should be less

than orbit rate.
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Roll/yaw acquisition will begin when the reaction wheel bias

is initiated. This may be prior to the rate damping phase or at

its conclusion; however, in the former case roll/yaw acquisition

will not be particularly effective until the attainment of small

rates following deployment. Under the influence of the wheel-

induced gyroscopic effects and of gravity-gradient torques, the

total angular momentum of the system will eventually be aligned

normal to the orbit plane, and the wheel axis and the pitch space-

craft axis will be aligned with the momentum vector. At the con-

clusion of roll/yaw acquisition, only a decoupled pitch motion

will persist.

Pitch acquisition will be initiated when the roll/yaw motion

has been removed, thus assuring that the horizon scanner is giving

valid pitch error indications. Removal of the residual pitch motion

will be accomplished by cycling the reaction wheel speed alternately

between its upper and lower limits at a frequency of two cycles per

revolution, in response to the horizon scanner output. The motion

can terminate with the yaw axis either toward the earth or away

from it; in the latter case a turnover maneuver must be executed,

again by cycling the reaction wheel (either automatically or by

ground command).

Although the rate removal phase has been considered during the

present study (Reference 1), the terminal acquisition phases have

received primary emphasis, since they alone are unique to the SAGS

control configuration. These investigations are reported below.
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B. ROLL/YAW ACQUISITION STUDIES

Roll/yaw acquisition has been approached both analytically and

via simulation. Unfortunately, the former attack has been singularly

unrewarding.

For analytical purposes a first step is to consider the vehicle

as a rigid body containing a rigidly attached, constant-speed rotor

but with no specific dissipation mechanism. This problem has been

treated _n the literature, but with several important restrictions;

specifically, authors have either assumed that the wheel axls

corresponds to a vehicle axis of inertial symmetry (which results

in an invariant component of angular momentum and conclusions

similar to those concerning the libration of a symmetric spinning

satellite) as in Reference I-1 or they have concerned themselves

with small excursions of the rotor axis from the orbital momentum

vector (resulting in linear periodic equations, which may be treated

by Floquet theory - see Reference I-2). Unfortunately, neither

approach is applicable to the present study, the former because the

rotor axis is normal to what is (essentially) the axis of inertial

symmetry, and the latter because it does not face the basic issue

of locating all possible stationary motions. An analytical demon-

stration of the transition from tumbling to pure pitch rotation

about the orbital momentum vector is clearly a formidable task for

the SAGS configuration.

Simulator studies of roll/yaw acquisition, utilizing the digital

simulation described in Appendix II, have been productive. In this

case consideration has been limited to the single (roll) gi_oal

configuration (preferable for small error control and also from a
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mechanization standpoint) with a proportional damper; furthermore,

the effect of energy dissipation in the boom has been neglected

(a pessimistic omission) and only the case in which the wheel

speed is constant during roll/yaw acquisition was considered.

Notwithstanding these simplifications, this simulation has given

a strong indication of the feasibility of acquisition with the SAGS

control configuration and, furthermore, has shown that the parameter

values selected for fine-control will yield very acceptable acqui-

sition performance.

i. Equations of Motion

The roll/yaw acquisition equations are derived in Appendix II.

In the case of a constant wheel speed the dynamic equations become

Ixcbx+ (Iz'ly) _ymz = 3_o 2 (Iz'ly) a23a33 - Hc (_ySinT'_zC°Sr)

+ (Ix-I z) (ocolyy x z

+ (Iy-I x) _Iz z x y

= 3% 2 (Ix-Iz) a13a33 - Hc (+_x) sinr

=  Oo2(Iy-1x) alSa2s-Hc cosy

(I.l)

c _ + f (y) + Hc (_y siny -(Oz cosy) = O
#

where Y is the gimbal angle, _ is the orbit rate, and H is the
O C

pitch wheel momentum (Hc < 0). The attitude of the vehicle relative

to the rotating (Xr, Yr' Zr) orbital reference frame is defined by

the direction cosine matrix A, with elements aij. In particular,

a13, a23 and a33 represent the projections of the local vertical

upon the roll, pitch and yaw axis, respectively. The kinematical

equations describing the variation of A are stated (in terms of

Euler parameters) in Appendix II. It is important to note that

I-4
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the a.. can vary even when _ = _ = _ = 0, since the direction
Ij x y z

cosine matrix is defined relative to a reference frame which is

itself rotating in inertial space at orbital rate.

A discussion of the singular (equilibrium) conditions for these

equations was presented in the First Quarterly Report (Reference l)

with pitch control considered. It was shown that only one equilibrium

orientation relative to the (Xr, Yr' Zr) frame could be stable -

that is, the one with A, an identity matrix. This demonstration

was equivalent to formulating the dynamic potential function

(Ref. I-3)*

3 2 2
v 2% 2 a23+ ( x-lz)  rf(x)= - a13]+

o

1 2 2 2 2

- 2_o (Ixal2 + Iya22 + Iza32)

1 Jw [_ - _ cosy + sinr) ]2- _ o (a22 a32 (1.2)

and showing that the only singular point relative to which this

function is positive-definite corresponds to A = I, for the inertia

distribution in question (in this instance I = I >> I ) and an
x y z

appropriate pitch control law (i.e., one which makes the "upside-

down" orientation unstable). Consider, for example, small pertur-

bations _, @ and _ from the equilibrla with a33 = l, and (1) a22

= +i and (ii) a22 = -i. Then, with f(y) = k y, V can be written

as:

%q = wheel speed relative to the spacecraft; Jw = wheel
moment of inertia. Note that O is negative.



_ll _12 0

_12 _22 o

o o _33

0 0 0

0

0

0

_44

%,

@

(I.3)

where

611 = 4<Oo2 (ly_l z) _ O_o He u

B12 = - COo Hc u

B22 = k - O_o Hc u

2 ..(Iy'Ix) _ _ H uB33 = (DO 0 C

_44 = 3_o 2 (Ix-Iz)

and u = +i for equilibrium (i), u = -i for equilibrium (li). In

the foregoing I_l >>_o is assumed. In order for V to be positive-

definite, the Sylvester inequalities (Ref. I-4) must be satisfied.

This yields the following stability conditions:

2 iy_i z _ u > 0o ( ) %H o

4_ o2 (iy_i z) k - _o Hc u [k + _o2 (iy_I z)] > 0

2 (iy_ix) _ co H u > 0_o o c

,

3_o 2 (Ix-lz) > 0
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It is clear that (with Ix = ly) Hc u ( 0 must be insured so that,

with Hc negative, u = 1 defines a stable equilibrium (a22 = +l)

while the equilibrium u = -1 (a22 = -1) is unstable.

There is another type of singular condition which, while of no

practical significance, is worth mentioning. This occurs when the

angular rates of the body relative to inertial space (_Ox, _y, _z)

are all zero, with the gimbal undeflected# and with the z axis
r

(local vertical) in the pitch-roll plane of the vehicle. Under

these circumstances, if the pitch and roll inertias are identically

equal, there will be neither gravitational nor gyroscopic torques

on the spacecraft, and its attitude will remain fixed in inertial

space. However, this case is of academic interest only, because

Ix and Iy will never be identically equal, nor will the angular

velocities be exactly zero.

2. Simulation Results

A number of runs were made to study roll/yaw acquisition per-

formance; a representative set of these is presented here.

As a basic ground rule, only parameter values found to be

reasonable for both fine control and mechanization were considered.

In addition, an effective rate damping phase was assumed so that

the initial rates were set equal to zero (except in a few cases).

These restrictions were necessary in order to impose a reasonable

limit upon the number of runs.

The parameter values of Table 1.1 were used as the baseline

system. The normalized version of these parameters is included
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because3 as is shownin Appendix lls the acquisition equations are
amenableto normalization in terms of _ and I . This means that

o y

having obtained results for one particular orbit rate and pitch

inertia combination, these results (notably, the number of orbits

required to converge ) can be extended to any other situation in

which the normalized system parameters are the same; the results,

thenj are of general significance and not limited to the specific

numerical case presently considered.

Parameter

_o (radlsec)

Iy (slug-ft 2)

Ix (slug-ft 2)

Iz (slug-ft2)

Hc (ft-lb-sec)

c (ft-lb per rad/sec)

k (ft-lb/rad)

(deg)

OO
0

I
Y

ly

.o67 I
Y

-_I
oy

oy

O.1 _ 2I

Baseline Value

Normali zed Numerle_l

O.OO1

19oo.

150o.

IOo.

-3.0

1.5

i._ x I0 -4
o y

__ 30 °

Table I-i Baseline Roll/Yaw Acquisition Parameters

Figure I-i shows the acquisition response of the baseline

system for zero initial angular velocities and an initial roll

error of 89 ° (singular cases such as 90 or 180 degree initial

errors were avoided unless initial roll/yaw rates were present).
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1.6
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J
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t_P vS. GF_gTTS

o.o +s 1.

Figure l-la Roll/Yaw Acquisition with Baseline

Parameters (89 ° initial roll error):

a22 v. Orbits

XRAT, E (DEG/SEC) VS. r'jI_ITS

Figure l-lb Roll/Yaw Acquisition with Baseline

Parameters (89 ° initial roll error):

v. Orbits
x
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Y_PTE (DEGISEC) VS. (_ITS

Q.O

- .o*

-.I

l-.l_ o.o .s a. i .s a. • .s _. 3 .s 4. • .s $- _.s •.

Figure I-lc Roll/Yaw Acquisition with Baseline

Parameters (89° initial roll error):

v. Orbits
Y

.lee,

.a

.is

.i

.o6

0.0

" "| o .Q

ZRBIE (DI_/SECT, VS. ORI_rTS

Figure I-ld

/

.L 2. I | 3. _ .| i. • ._ I. l.e e.

Roll/Yaw Acquisition wlth Baseline
Parameters (89 initial roll error):

v. Orbits
Z
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GRMMB (QE'_ V_. 131_ITS

a,o.

z'o.

o.o

-1o.

i-_" o.o .s

Figure l-le Roll/Yaw Acquisition with Baseline

Parameters (89° initial roll error):

Y v. Orbits

Figure 1-2

h

.S

.S

.7

J

.4

.3

.2

.1

o.o

R22V$. ORBITS

A

vl SAGS Rat/YAW X,C(:a_NSTION

(CONStaNT Wt(EL S'I(O)

SYIIEM PA'W_tT_.

o Ix" Ix • 15_0 dug- fl2, Iz " ii]0 dug. ft2

• C • 1.5 _.lb p., _/_

o k " 1.5 • 10"4 f,-Ib/,_

o He'-3.0 _-Jb-._

o % - ,o'3 _/_

o wx -_-%-o

o .s 1. 1 .s a. a .s _. ] .s

c_c4

Roll/Yaw Acquisition with Baseline

Parameters (89v initial yaw error):

a22 v. Orbits
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The time to acquire, here defined as that time necessary to make

a22 permanently greater than 0.99, is 3.3 orbits. The motion

terminates in bounded pitch oscillations, as indicated by the

terminal motion of _ (which is oscillating about its nominal
Y

value of -_o); in this case, the terminal oscillation was in the

"upside-down" condition, requiring a turnover maneuver. Notice

that the gimbal motion did reach the stop angle Ts (motion in

excess of this value occurs because a soft stop is employed).

Figures 1-2 and I-3 represent additional runs with the baseline

system. The latter case is particularly interesting in that it

demonstrates acquisition from a nearly "upside-down" initial

attitude. Acquisition (a22 > .99) required approximately 7.9

orbits, making this the longest observed acquisition. This longer

than usual convergence time can be related to the behavior during

the fifth revolution when a22 hovered near unity. The motion

during this period was nearly periodic with the gimbal oscillating

against the stop and the inertial pitch rate near zero. However,

owing to a steady secular term in _ this motion did not persist
Y

and the roll/yaw acquisition terminated in "right-side-up" pitch

oscillations.

It is apparent that the gimbal stops contributed significantly

to the unique behavior observed in Figure I-3. The data presented

in Figures I-4 and I-_ sho_s the effect of altering the gimbal

stop, T s . In the first case, the stops were placed at 45 ° and,

in the latter case, Ys was 20 °. During both solutions the gimbal

*In these two runs I = I = lO00 slug-ft 2. The normalized

values of the system para_ete_ are the same as those of the

baseline system. In these runs _ (o) = _ and there is a 90 °

initial roll error, x o
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did hlt its stops; however, the effect of the more severe restric-

tion upon the gimbal motion was relatively slight, increasing the

acquisition time from 2.5 to 3.4 revolutions. Lessening the

allowed deflections did have a considerable effect upon the quali-

tative character of the motion as may be seen by noticing the

increased oscillation frequency in Figure 1-5.

The degree of damping in the gimbals can have a significant

influence upon the time required for acquisition. Figure I-6 shows

the effect upon the baseline system of doubling the damping coef-

ficient, c (this run is directly comparable with Figure I-l).

Acquisition requires 3.3 revolutions, essentially equivalent to

the baseline case. In contrast, reducing the damping to one-half

the nominal value resulted in a convergence time of 5.0 revolutions

and a motion which was considerably more oscillatory. Although a

detailed initial condition search was not performed# it is clear

that the baseline damping value is a reasonable choice. Lower

values yield poorer performance and larger damping levels will

result in a heavier mechanism.

The effect of a stiffer spring is, at least up to a point, not

critical, as is shown in Figure I-7 where the spring constant is an

order of magnitude larger than its nominal value. Although the

motion is somewhat more oscillatory than in Figure I-l, the con-

vergence time (4 orbits) is still reasonable. This result parallels

the relative insensitivity to spring stiffness observed for fine

control.
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In each of the above cases the total initial momentum of the

system was Hc (the wheel mceaentum) corresponding to the case in

which the wheel is activated (i.e., its speed control loop only)

prior to the rate damping phase. If the wheel _ere spun-up

following rate removal and rod deployment, the net initial momentum

of the system would be zero and it might seem that the acquisition

problem would be alleviated. Such is not the case, as shown in

Figure I-8, a run equivalent to Figure I-I, except that the initial

spacecraft momentum was made equal to zero by an appropriate choice

of the initial pitch rate. Although too limited to be conclusive,

these results indicate that there is nothing to be gained by delay-

ing wheel run-up until after deployment.

"Several cases were examined with non-nominal values of wheel

momentum; however, no clear trend appeared. Because the choice of

Hc is established primarily by fine control requirements, the

important question (here answered in the affirmative) is whether

the fine control values of Hc provide acceptable acquisition

performance.

_e computer runs presented here are summarized in Table I-2.

C. PITCH ACQUISITION

Following the c_npletion of roll/yaw acquisition, the space-

craft will be either tumbling or oscillating about the pitch axis;

_n the former case the primary pitch acquisition requirement is the

conversion of the tumbling motion to an oscillatory motion. Pitch

acquisition can be acc_nplished by cycling the reaction wheel

between its minimum and maximum allowed speed in response to the

1-17
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processed horizon scanner output. The rapidity with mhlch pitch

acquisition will be accomplished depends upon such factors as the

motor torque level, the allowable speed range of the motor, and

the manner in which the horizon scanner information is processed.

i. Horizon Scanner Signal Processing

The horizon scanner processing scheme selected can have a

conslderabJe influence upon pitch acquisition. Before discussing

several of the processing alternatives, it is well to revlewthe

operation of the scanner, as described in the SAGS First Quarterly

Report (Reference 1).

Figure 1-9 illustrates the geometry associated with a conical

horizon scanner (the type considered in this study). During each

scan cycle the scanner llne-of-sight sweeps out the indicated scan

cone. Depending upon the orientation of the scan cone relative to

the (xr, Yr' Zr) geocentric coordinate frame, the cone may (or may

not) intersect the earth. In the event that it does, an output

pulse of width 2p will be generated. The location of this pulse

on the scan cone is defined relative to the vertical reference axis,

Zs, by the angle 5; this angle is a measure of scan cone rotation
,

about the x s axis. For purposes of signal processing additional

auxiliary markers can be generated electronically; using these

markers together with the vertical reference marker, various pro-

cessing alternatives can be mechanized.

*Because pitch attitude errors are to be measured by the SAGS

scanner, the xs axis will coincide co the pitch axis and the zs
axis will be aligned with the yaw spacecraft axis (with the gimbal

undeflected).
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Consider first the case in which the scan cone is unblanked

(i.e., the scanner is sensitive to earth pulses occurring in any

portion of the scan cone), and assumethat the vertical reference

marker and three auxiliary markers partition the scan cone into

four equal quadrants. Twoprocessing techniques are immediately

apparent :

(i) sin@ processing for which the outputs of quadrants 1 and

2 are subtracted from those of quadrants 3 and 4.

(ii) sin 2@ processing for which the outputs of quadrants 1

and 3 are subtracted from those of quadrants 2 and 4.

Figures I-lO and 1-11 show the resulting error signals (where the

roll and yaw attitude errors and the gimbal deflection have been

assumed equal to zero).

These processing methods require that no part of the scan cone

intersects any part of the vehicle; very often this is not the case,

and portions of the scan cone must be electronically "blanked"

(i.e., assumed to have zero output during processing). Figure 1-12

is the result of omitting quadrants 2 and 3 from consideration in

either of the above processing schemes. Figure 1-13 shows the

effect of blanking all but that portion of the cone lying within

90-p o degrees of the vertical reference axis (where Po is the con-

stant half-width of the earth pulse for pure pitch motion).* In

the latter instance the required field of view is less than lO0

degrees.

*In the cases shown here, Po = 41"9°' corresponding to an
orbital altitude of 750 nautical miles and a scan cone angle (_)

of 50 degrees.
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It is apparent from examining Figures I-i0 through 1-13 that

any of these processing techniques will yield equivalent small-

error pitch performance. Clearly, the primary factors to be

considered in selecting the method to be used are: (1) whether

blanking is necessitated by the vehicle geometry, and (ll) pitch

acquisition performance.

2. Pitch Ac_uisitionAnalysls

The motion of the spacecraft during pitch acquisition is des-

cribed by

ly@ + _o 2 (Ix-ly) sin 2@ = - Hc (1.5)

where a circular orbit is assumed and disturbance torques are

neglected. The fact that the wheel speed must be biased (for both

roll/yaw control and horizon scanning) means that the wheel momentum

(Hc) will be restricted by a speed control loop to lie within a

range given by

The usable momentum range is 2HD, while HB

momentum.

(1.6)

is the nominal bias

The pitch control loop includes a pulse modulator with a small

deadband (approximately one degree) and tachometer feedback (biased)

for damping and wheel speed limiting. For purposes of evaluating

pitch capture the tachometer loop can be neglected and on-off opera-

tion of the motor can be assumed. Then:
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c

> 0 andH -%<%Tm 3 ey c

> 0 andH -%>%0 , ey c

0 _ e =0
Y

0 , ey< 0 and Hc - HB_ - %

< 0 and H -HB>- %-T , ey c

(I.7)

Thus whenever e goes through zero a torque pulse will be generated
Y

and will persist until the wheel speed reaches its opposite limit.

Figure I-i_ shows the pitch motion during acquisition with

sin 29 processing of the scanner output. The wheel speed is cycled

twice during each revolution of the spacecraft, resulting in a

reduction of the vehicle's energy. Finally, as the motion crosses

the separatrix, tumbling gives way to oscillation and capture has

been effected. In this instance, an upside-down capture is shown

and a subsequent turn-over maneuver (to be discussed in a later

section) is required. Figure 1-15 indicates the effect of reducing

the motor torque from 5 in-oz to 2 in-oz. Notice that more than

twice as many revolutions of the vehicle are required before capture

occurs. The speed of capture depends strongly upon %, as well,

as was shown in the First Quarterly Report under the assumption

of infinite motor torque; the present phase trajectories correspond

to % = i ft-lb-sec.

This acquisition procedure is successful because the cyclic

wheel activity durir_ _ ,=.L_.-_.=,,.,....................................

from its original trajectory to a trajectory corresponding to a lower

level of spacecraft energy. It is clear_ from examining the
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autonomous (uncontrolled) phase trajectories, that sin@ processing

will not permit capture from larger tumbling rates because, during

the single vehicle revolution required to cycle the wheel, no net

change in the vehicle energy occurs; the tumbling motion will

persist.

For successful pitch acquisition the scanner output must have

a "second-harmonic" component so that wheel run-up and run-down

events will occur approximately one quarter of a revolution apart.

As expected, then, the blanked characteristic of Figure I-1S will

give successful capture, but with considerably less speed than

sin 2@ processing (Figure 1-16). This result is of considerable

significance for cases in which the vehicle geometry imposes severe

blanking requirements. (Note that in this case tachometer feedback

causes the wheel to return to its bias speed when the error signal

goes to zero at @ = - 3_/2; this effect is shown approximately

in Figure 1-16).

Although larger values of Tm and HD will expedite pitch capture,

these considerations must be traded against other factors; for

example, scanner output processing requirements and roll/yaw stability

considerations can limit the speed range of the wheel. In order to

properly weigh all of the factors which influence selection of T
m

and HD, some specification must be placed upon the time allowed for

acquisition; lacking such information, reasonable design values for

the vehicle considered here are:

HD : 0.5 - 1.0 ft-lb-sec

HB : - 3.0 ft-lb-sec

T : 5 in-oz

*Derived from small-error considerations (see Appendix IV).
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3. Turnover

As noted previously, capture can occur with the vehicle upside-

down. _In such an event a turnover maneuver must be executed. _he

reaction wheel offers an ideal mechanism with which to accomplish

this goal..

A case in which upside capture occurs was presented in

Figure 1-14. If damping were included, the motion would eventually

stabilize at @ = _, a stable equilibrium for sin 2@ wheel control.

However, this equilibrium is unstable if the wheel is controlled

according to the sin@ law. Therefore, if, following the completion

of pitch acquisition (as indicated by telemetered error signals

and/or wheel speed measurements), the weighting of scan cone quad-

rants 2 and 3 is inverted by ground command, turnover (if required)

will occur automatically. The resulting motion is al_proximately

as shown in Figure 1-17.

If the scanner processing includes blanking, this procedure will

not work_ in particular, roll/yaw acquisition can terminate with

the vehicle oscillating about @ = _ with an amplitude such that no

error signal is generated. In this event, an open loop turnover

must be commanded from the ground# either by cycling the wheel to

re-introduce tumbling (as shown in Figure 1-17) or by retracting and

re-extending the inertia mast to achieve the same end. The former

alternative is certainly the most easily understood, and is also

the most appealing from the standpoint of reliability and mechanization.
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APPENDIX II

SAGS ACQUISITION SIMULATION

A. INTRODUCTION

In order to evaluate roll/yaw acquisition performance, the

equations developed here were simulated. Owing to the wide disparity

in the magnitudes of the gyroscopic and gravity gradient torques,

analog simulation of these equations presents scaling difficulties;

for this reason, the simulation has been carried out digitally

employing MIIM%S (Modified Integration Digital Analog Simulation).

Two versions of the acquisition simulation have been developed,

one with a constant speed pitch reaction wheel and the other including

an approximate model of the pitch control loop• The former program

is a valid representation of roll/yaw acquisition in the case that

pitch control is activated following roll/yaw acquisition, and con-

siderable savings in computer time can be obtained by its use.

B. DEVELOH_ENT OF SIMULATION EQUATIONS

i. Dynamics and Kinematics

Assumin@ that the mass center of the reaction wheel assembly is

coincident with that of the vehicle the dynamical equations can be

obtained from:

Iz-ly = T + TIx _x + ( ) _y_z gx c

Iy _V + (Ix-Iz) _ _ = T + TBy (II.l)xz zv

+ (ly-lx) _ m = T +Iz z x y gz TBz

*Owing to the extreme reduction of computation speed caused by

inclusion of the pitch control system, all roll/yaw acquisition runs

were made with a constant speed pitch wheel. Pitch acquisition was

treated via phase plane techniques.
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where

Ix, ly, Iz are the vehicle inertias

Jl' J2' J3 are the wheel assembly inertias

are the components in vehicle coordinates of the

vehicle angular velocity

_i' _2' (°3 are the components in gimbal coordinates of the

wheel assembly angular velocity

H is the wheel momentum
C

components

Tc is the constraint torque acting in the gimbal

TBy , TBz , TB2 , TBS are 1_earing torque components.

The constraint torque will be taken to he

with

f(¢) l

[k + k (ITI-Ta)eS_', Iw'l• _',
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Note that proportional damping (e.g., eddy current damping) is

assumed. The effect of the glmbal stop at rs is represented by a

non-linear spring characteristic; although this representation may

not be the most accurate, it should be conservative in the sense

that it neglects the (desirable) effect of energy transfer to the

vehicle and its subsequent dissipation in the inertia mast.

Utilizing the rotation matrix relating the gimbal coordinate

frame to the vehicle coordinate frame, i.e.,

Z

i 0 0

0 cosy sinr

0 -sinT cosy
m

%

(n._)

the dynamical equations can be manipulated to yield four final

equations. Neglecting the inertias of the wheel assembly

(Jl= J2 = J3 = o):

Ix_x + (Iz'ly)_y_z = Tgx - Hc (_ sinr- _z cosY)

+ (Ix-Iz) _ _ = T -ly_y x z gy c COSY + Hc(Y_x) sinY

Iz_z + (ly-lx) _x_y = Tgz - _c siny - Hc(Y_ x) cosy

c y + f (r) + Hc (_y sinr -_z cosY) = 0

(II.6)

The orientation of the vehicle in the (Xr, Yr' Zr) rotating

geocentric coordinate frame can be represented by Euler parameters.

*A continuous spring characteristic has been selected to avoid

computational difficulties.
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Considering any rotation of the vehicle relative to (Xr_ yr _ z r)

as a rotation through an angle _ alx)ut an axis defined (in either

coordinate frame) by the direction cosines (ml, m2, _), the

rotation can be represented by the Euler parameters:

I = i, 2, 3.

(II.7)

In terms of the Euler parameters, the elements of the rotation

matrix relating the vehicle frame to the (Xrl yr _ zr) frame are:*

(zz.8)

• 7or mall rotations _, @ and t:
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The appropriate kinematical differential equations are:

1
_'z = _ [%_2 - (_o) _'3+ =x__]

z [_zE I . _x_.3 E4]_2 = _ + (=y%)

1
_'3 = 2 [(%%) Ez_x_'2 + =zE_ ]

z

(zI.9)

The terms involving _o arise because the (Xr, Yr' Zr) frame is

rotating in inertial space with the angular velocity - _o Yr"

The dynamical equations (11.6) can now be completed by adding

the gravity gradient torques, given (for circular orbits) by:

T
gx = 3mo2 (Iz-Iy) a23 a33

% = _Oo2 (Ix-I z) a13 a33 (II.lO)

= 3%2 (ly-Zx) az3a23T
gz

The fact that these equations are amenable to normalization is

of considerable importance when attempting to generalize the simu-

lation results to other situations (e.g., varying orbital altitudes).

The normalized equations are:

_P' + (C-l) qr = 3 (_-i) a23a33-_ (q sinZ - rcos%)

q' + (_-_) pr = 3 (_-C) a13a33+_ (r'+p)sin%'-_'cosr

r_-' + (I-E) M = _ (1-_) a__a__-u (r'+p)eosr-_'slnr
=_ . _ _ _. ±j _j - .

0_' + g(_) + _ (q sin_ - r cosy) = 0

(II.lla)
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and

i irE2 (q-l) E3 + p E4]E_ = _

, I [.rE1 + _3 ÷ (q÷l)_]E2 = _ P

I
E_ = _[(q-1)E1-pE 2÷rE 4]

, 1
E_ = _ [-pEl - (q+l)_'2- rz3]

(n.ub)

where

=_ p, W = _ q _ _ =W r
x o y o z o

d
=%t , _(-)=%_

Ix = _ ly , Iz = C ly

(-)- (:)= %(-)'

2 *

Hc=_o Iy, c = a% Iy, roy)-% I_(r)

_hese results indicate that having obtained results for particular

values of the system parameters, the orbital angular velocity,

and the vehicle inertias, we can extend these results to ar_ other

situation in which the normalized parameters (c, _, etc.) are the

same. In particular the time to acquire (in terms of m, the number

of orbits) will be unchanged for a given set of initial conditions.

2. Reaction _eel Control

_e reaction wheel control law system included in the acqui-

sition simulation is shown in Figure II-l. The assumption of a

•That is:

k = _o2 Iy _ , ks - _o 2 Xy _s in F4. (II.4)
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MOTOR AMPLIFIER

'm
_ i/Kw -_

v(e)= Tm (I- .-Kwlel)sgn e

es (_H)

TAC HOMETER

H c

_H
m

(

es(AH ) =

K T _H , IAHI < H D

Figure II-i Reaction _heel Control Law in

SAGS Acquisition Simulation
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"flat" torque curve is particularly valid in this instance since

the motor is constrained to operate in a small portion of its speed

range by the biasing loop. Notice that all non-ltnearities are

represented by smooth functions for computational purposes.

The error signal ey can be derived from the horizon scanner

simulation (see below), or by using appropriate combinations of the

direction cosines as developed in the preceding section.

3. Horizon Scanner Outputs

A development of the conical horizon scanner outputs was

presented in the SAC_Flrst Quarterly Report. The model appropriate

to the current problemis s_m_rized here. The pitch error signal

is:

ey - Ke (K1 W1 * _ W2 + K3 W3 + K_ W4) sgn 5 (II.12)

•here Wi is the width of the pulse portion occurrin6 in the l-th

quadrant of the partitioned scan cone. This representation allows

simulation of the three processing schemes of primary interest:

(i) sin 2@ processing:

(ll)

(Ill)

xl-x3-+1,x 2

sin @ processlr_:

_ "K2 " +i , K3

=K 4 - -i

= K4 = -i

Blanked sin@ processing (180° YOV)

KI - + i, KR ,,K3 - 0 , K4- -i
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The gain constant K is selected so that for small errors
e

ey _ @. For example, with sin 2@ processing Ke = - 12 "

The computation of W1, W2, W3 and W4 is accomplished as

indicated in Figure 11-2. _he angles 5 and p are computed from

sln_____ ; (..__)
cos5 = c33

Q
cos % - c2_ coo

i-c23 sin_

(n.z3)

P

0

cos "I Q ,

Q>I

Q "c" [-1,l]

Q < -i

where

cz3 = al3

c23 = a23 cost + a33 sinT

c33 = - a23 sinr + a33 cost

R
esin_ =

e R +h
e

and _ is the half-angle of the scan cone. The variable _ represents

the distance of earth pulse center from the primary scanner reference

marker, while p is the half-width of the pulse (0 & p _ x). The

option of replacing c13 , c23 and c33 in (II.13) by a13 , a23 and a33

has been provided to allow consideration of a vehicle-fixed

(ungimballed) scanner.

i
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Figure II-2 Horizon Scanner Processing Logic
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3. Initial Conditlon/Solution Symmetry

In previous acquisition simulatiorsit has been noticed that

solutions arising from related initial condition sets are often

"similar". This phenomenon occurs due to the symmetry properties

of the differential equations. Consider the following theorem:

Theorem:

m

Let x = f(x) such that solutions exist and are unique

everywhere, and consider solutions _ (t; Xl ) and _ (t; x2) arising

from initial states Xl and x2" Assume that f(x) has the property

that

for some real n x n matrix A and, further, that the initial states

Xl and x2 are related by

4 = AXl

Then the solution arising from _2 is

_(t; 4) = A _(t; Xl )

Proof:

(1) The two solutions of interest are given by

t

- (r ;xl)dr_(t; Xl) = Xl + _t

O

(*)

_t

_(t; 4) = x2 + J _(_ (r ; 4) dr (_)
t

0
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(2) Assume that the proposition is true. Then the left side

of (_) is simp_

(3)

(**)is

0 0

(_)

t

_(_(,;_))a,}-A_1 (,;_)" A {Xl + _t
0

_us _ (t;%) -,_(t;_) has_,on,h_ to _ •
solution arising from %. By uniqueness it is the only

such solution.

The preceding result is useful only if a suitable matrix A can

be found. In this regard it is useful to treat the special came

in which A is a diagonal matrix with all elements having unity

magnitude. Denoting the components of x by xj, and the correspondLing

element of A by aj the symmetry co_tio_ can be expressed as :

rj (%_1'(_x_,...,%xn)._ r_ (_,x_,...,x) (_z._)

This test is m_ch easier to perform than the general one resulti_

when A is arbitrary. Even though there are still 2n posmible choices

for A, many of them will be eliminated at the outset by trivial

constraints •
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As an example, this result can be applied to the SAGSacquisi-

tion equations (with the wheel speed assumedto be constant).

Subscripting the state variables in the order (_x' _y' _z' r' El'
E2, E3, E4), the following conditions are obtained from the
8 equations represented by (11.14):

(i)

(ii)

(li_)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

%=_ %=%%=_%=_=%

%=%_=_=%=%%=_%

_=%=%%=%%=%%

%=%%=%=%%=%%

(II.15)

Removing redundancies3 these conditions reduce to:

%

= l

_=%

%= %

= %=_=%%

(II.16)
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Thus the sysmetrical initial states are:

C_ -(O -(n CO
X X X X

_ U3 tO

Y Y Y Y

CD _ -(D Ct)
Z Z Z Z

_, -r -y Y (II.17)

E1 E1 "E1 -E1

E2 -E2 E2 -E2

E3 E3 -E3 -E3

E4 -E_ E4 -E_

Having once determined the response for the first of these initial

states, the response for any of the others can be obtained by

changing the signs of the appropriate variables in the original

result.
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APPENDIX llI

REACTION WHEEL CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN STUDIES

A. INTRODUCTION

The SAGS control configuration provides for pitch axis control

by perturbing the speed of the gimballed reaction wheel about its

bias level, in response to the processed horizon scanner output sig-

nal. The reaction wheel control system must provide pitch attitude

control while maintaining the wheel speed in a small neighborhood

of the nominal bias speed. These functions must be performed in

the presence of environmental disturbances which cannot be precisely

estimated; thus, the design evolved must be one which will function

(perhaps with somewhat reduced attitude accuracy) in the presence

of abnormal perturbative effects.

Figure III-i shows the general configuration considered for

control of the pitch wheel. The pulse modulator, represented in

Figure III-1 by its slow-signal average Input/output character-

istic, is mechanized as shown in Figure III-2. The motor torque-

speed relationship is here taken as "flat," a particularly valid

representation because the motor always operates in a restricted

portion of its speed range by virtue of the speed inhibit loop.

The effect of a constant disturbance torque (Tdo) will be a

steady pitch offset (@o). Neglecting the compensation network and

assuming @c to be zero, the effect of a constant error in excess of

the modulator deadband (@D) will be a constant average motor torque.

This will cause_he wheel to accelerate until the magnitude of

}_-H e exceeds HD. At this point the effectiveness of pitch control

(for example, in reacting to periodic components of Td) will be
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Figure III-2 Pulse Ratio Modulator Mechanization
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seriously impaired.

The purpose of the compensation network is to avoid the de-

gradation in pitch performance observed above. By adding to the

error signal a term which depends upon the incremental wheel momen-

tum (HB-Hc) , steady-state operation can be reached without excessive_

speed excursions. The system is converted from one in which H c is

proportional to attitude error to one in which Hc-H B is essentially

proportional to @. Notice that two compensation techniques are con-

sidered, one a proportional channel and the other an integral chan-

-i)nel (with Kf on the order of lO "&sec . Three configurations were

simulated: (i) proportional compensation only; (ii) integral com-

pensation only; and, (iii) proportional plus integral compensation.

The simplest of these (proportional tachometer feedback) appears to

offer adequate steady-state performance and, of the three configura-

tions, gives the most highly damped transient performance.

B. ANALYSIS

A considerable degree of insight can be obtained by analyzing

the configuration of Figure III-1 with some simplifying assumptions.

Of immediate interest is the response of the system (in particular

of @ and Hc) to constant and orbital frequency disturbance torques.

For this purpose a static representation of the modulator is reason-

able, as is omission of the lead-lag network. If the system performs

acceptably, the speed inhibit loop will be excited only during the

large attitude excursions associated with acquisition. Neglecting

these factors the system can be represented by:

I
Y

He = f(e) - KmH c (III.l)

v : KI(HB-Hc)- Kfv
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where

- , v + %(_-_o)e = @ @c

Introducing state variable notation (x I = @, x 2 = ly@, x3 = Hc, x4 =v)

these equations become

i x2

Y

x2 : Td - x3 - Kg x I (III.2)

x3 = f(e) - Km x3

i4 = KiH B - K i x3 - Kf x$

_._ith

e _- Xl+X4- KT×3 +_B- _c

The steady-state response can be derived simply by setting

xi = 0 for all i. This yields:

T d

xlO = _--
g

x20 = 0

1

X3o: k-r (eo)
m

(III.3)

1 iv. ,, )
x40 = _ffk_i_B - Ki x30

e -_ + -o xlo X4o _X3o+ _HB- %
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Notice that @ does not affect the steady value of attitude error;c
the purpose of this attitude commandcapability is to relieve the
wheel control loop (i.e., reduce the modulator duty cycle under
static conditions).

Neglecting the attitude bias command(which is probably not

necessary for acceptable system performance) and noting that the sys-

tem must operate in the regime @Dm eo _ @s(because the windage
torque KmHc can never exceed (Ns), the static operating wheel
momentumcan be determined to be:

HeO= x30
Kg[KfKm(@s-@D) + (Ki + _Kf)N s]

It is of considerable significance that the static operating point

is in the active region of the modulator, even with no steady dis-

turbance, owing to the action of the windage torque. Thus, in the

absenceof disturbances, the control system will hold @ equal to

zero instead of allowing limit cycle operation.

It should be noted that the parameters not associated with the

compensation loop will be selected on the basis of achieving suit-

able steady-state accuracy and adequate acquisition response. The
deadbandand saturation limits will be selected to be consistent with

the desired attitude accuracy, but with @Dlarger than the noise
level (e.g., 0.2° ) which might be expected from the horizon scanner.

For pointing accuracies on the order of one degree a reasonable

selection for @D is 0.5 degree, with @s at twice this value.
The motor torque will be selected primarily from acquisition con-

siderations; a reasonable value is 5 in-o_ The parameter K mustg
be chosen (in terms of the spacecraft roll/yaw inertia difference)

so that the pointing error in the presence of the expected constant
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environmental disturbance is somewhatless than the required accuracy.

For instance, using Tdo = 3 x lO-5 ft-lb and _o = 10"3 rad/sec, a
roll/yaw inertia difference of 1400 slug-ft 2 is reasonable. Thus

I = I = 1500 slug-ftZ; I = i00 slug-re 2
x y z

_e major remaining question, then, is the choice of the parameters

of the compensation loop.

As a preliminary design approximation f(e) can be replaced by a

gain. Consider now the case of proportional feedback only. Then:

Y

£2 = _d - £3 - _ Xl (III._)

£3 = f(e) - KmX 3

where

e = xI - KTx3 + KT HB - @c

f(e): _e; _ : Ss/_D

In this case the static wheel momentum will be:

K(Td+ %) Td @c

(III.5)
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Figure 111-3 showsthe steady wheel speed offsets due to disturbance

torque and windage.

It is also of interest to examine the amplitudes of @ and

H c in response to sinusoidal disturbances at orbital frequency.

the frequency domain:

In

w

S

-K

1

-y- 0
Y

o s._+_

x1(s)

x2(s)

x3(s)

0

TD -_(_ h- %)

_(_h-_gc)

The characteristic equation is:

(III.6)

A(s)= s3 + (_ + _ F_)s2+
+ _ K (_ _ + Km)

s+
I I
Y Y

(III.7)

Typical parameter values are:

K :
m

10-3 to 10 -2 see -I

Kw: 1.0 to i0 ft-lb/rad

Kg: 0.005 ft-lb/rad

I : 1500 slug-ft 2
Y

Making the following realistic assumptions
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_ _>> _m

K >>K
w g

Kw Kw_ K (H_.8)
A(s)_ s? + _ _ s2 + T- s +

Y Y

Evaluating the response of

frequency :

_(J%)
,

Td(J_ o)

@ and H to disturbances at orbital
C

1 (III.9)

2)(_ - _y% + j(_JKT)

Hc(J%) 1 _(J%)

TD(JO)o )' _ _ " _)

where the above assumptions have been employed. Figures III-4 and 111-5
-i

present these results graphically for Km= O.O1 sec , Ix = Iy =

= iOO slug-ft 2 and _ = 10 "3 rad/sec with KT1500 slug-ft 2, Iz o

varied. Figure III-_ indicates that tachometer gains in the range

O.1 to 0.3 will give an orblt-rate response component similar in

amplitude to the steady offset. Figure III-5 shows that values of

larger than O.1 are desirable if we wish to reduce the momentum

storage requirements. Assuming that the steady and orblt-rate dis-

turbance components are 3 x lO -5 ft-lb and 4 x lO"5 ft-lb, respec-

tively, the following steady-state performance is predicted by this

linear analysis with _ = 0.2 rad/ft-lb-sec:
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Hc(O) = HB + 0.036 ft-lb-sec

Hc(J_o) = 0.032 ft-lb-sec

Q(o)--o.41°

Q(j%) = o.41°

This performance is quite acceptable. The addition of an integral

compensation loop with its probable greater complexity appears un-

warranted in this instance. The major contribution of such a loop

would be a reduction in the steady-state wheel speed excursions;

such an effect is of minor importance in the SAGS control configura-

tion since the wheel capacity is determined by momentum bias and

pitch capture considerations.

The tachometer gain has been chosen above based upon steady-

state performance. Its effect upon transient response is of somewhat

less importance but is still of interest. To determine the effect

of _ upon the characteristic roots of the system, equation III.8

may be written as:

2 js + K Iy -i (IIl.lO)
_K =

w s(2 +Kw/Ty)

Figure III-6 shows the corresponding root locus dia_______gram.Notice

that the first breakaway point is at sI = - J KJIy and occurs

with a tachometer gain given by:
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2

(III •ii )

For the breakaway point at s2 = - J Kg/ly :

1 J 1 (III.12)KT2 KI
gY

This value of tachometer gain is a good one in that it forces the

pole nearest the j_ axis as far as is possible into the left-half

plane, thus minimizing the longest time constant of the system.

Notice that this "optimum" tachometer gain is totally independent

of other ACS parameters. For I = I = 1900 slug-ft 2, I = lO0 slug-
x y z

ft 2 and _ = lO -3 rad/sec:
O

KT2 _ 0.2 rad/ft-lb-sec

A more realistic estimate of the system transient response can be

obtained by noting that the terminal phase of any autonomous

(undisturbed) motion should occur very near the deadband of the

modulator (this is so because the wheel torque is generally much

greater than the gravity gradient torque and because the windage

torque will hold the error at the deadband). Thus, during the

terminal transient :

I_+H +K @ = 0
y c g

(III.13)

*Of course, this assumes that this root is excited significantly

during transient response. This may not be the case.
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Differentiating the first of these equations and combining the

result with the second:

+ 1 _ + K e = 0 (III.14)
ly _ g

Owing to the small size of Kg, the roots will be real for reasonable

values of _:

1 (-i +Jl - 4 KgKT2Iy} (III.15)
hi' k2 = 2KTIy

1

Note that this yields two equal roots at s = - (Kg/Iy) 2 when

1

K T = 0.5 (KgIyi _ ;

this result is completely equivalent to that obtained by root locus

techniques.

The corresponding time response(for kI and _2 real and

distinct) is :

@(o) - k2@(o) eklt @(o) - kl@(O) ek2t (III.16)

@(t ) = kl_ k2 + k2_k I

where @(o) and @(o) refer to the phase point at which this "zero-

error" terminal motion begins. Notice that if gravity gradient

torques are neglected (i.e., assuming momentum conservation during

the time required for the system to first reach the modulation

deadband) :

@(o) + KTIy@(O ) = @D + KTHi (III.17)
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where Hi is the amount by which the initial system momentum

exceeds HB.

Now consider the case in which 4K=IvKT 2 << 1 (in the present

instance KT g 0.1 will satisfy this requirement). Denoting the near

(slower) root by kI :

1

kI _- K_g ; _ _- _y
(III.18)

Combining (III.16), (III.17), and (III.18) yields:

kit
@(t) _ (gD,_i)e * [8(o) - (9D + K_i)] ek2t (III.19)

Clearly, for significant initial attitude errors, the faster mode

will dominate the motion until the attitude error is reduced to the

neighborhood of %" This puts the rationale of maximizing Ikll in

question, because increasing _ to increase the magnitude of k I

will decrease the speed of the dominant mode.

The above result suggests that the reaction wheel motor is

performing as a high gain amplifier in that is maintains its input

signal very near zero. It is not surprising, then, that all aspects

of system performance discussed above are relatively insensitive

to the value chosen for Kw, the major requirement being that KwK T

be much greater than K •
m

C. SL_._--m.TIONSTUDIES

In order to verify and extend the results of the preceding anal-

ysis the system of Figure III-i was simulated on an analog computer.

Both proportional and integral compensation were examined. Transient
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response runs employed a simulation of the pulse modulator while a

static representation of the modulator was employed for investigation

of steady-state behavior (in order to allow runs of sufficient

length). It should be noted that these simulation studies were

performed prior to the final determination from acquisition con-

siderations of the wheel bias momentum and the motor torque. _ese

discrepancies in no way invalidate the general conclusions available

from examining the analog data.

Parameter Value

Zx(Sl_-ft2)

Iy(slug-ft 2)

Zz(SZ_-ft2)

_0 (rad/sec )

(_ec-I)

Kf (sec-l)

Ns (in'°z)

HB (ft-lb-sec)

KT(rad/ft-lb-sec )

% (deg)

es (deg)

15_

15_

0.9xlO -3

0.01

lO -4

16

2.0

0.i

0.9

1.0

Table III-i Baseline Parameter Values

for Analog Study
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I. Proportional Tachometer Feedback

Figure III-7 shows the transient response of the baseline

system for various initial pitch attitude errors with the wheel

momentum initially equal to its bias value. Since these runs were

taken with a lO sec/1 sec lead-lag network in the attitude error

feedback path, the data of Figure III-8 was later taken for reference

purposes; the effect of this network is clearly unimportant for

this amount of lead information. Notice that, following the initial

phase of the motion, the response is essentially exponential (as

indicated by the straight-line phase trajectory). The time constant

of this motion is approximately 120 seconds; evaluating the charac-

teristic roots from expression (III.l_):

kI = -0.00037 sec-1; _ = -0.0063 sec -1

It is clear that the faster root has been excited most significantly

in the analog runs; only a low amplitude "slow" exponential motion

persists after the fast mode has decayed. These results are in

complete agreement with the preceding analysis.

During the runs described above the speed inhibit loop was

removed; however, with HD = 1.0 ft-lb-sec (a reasonable value for

pitch capture, scanner operation and roll/yaw control) the limit

would not have been reached. For larger initial errors limiting

would have been observed; the effect would have been an upper limit

on @ with a corresponding lengthening of the convergence time.

*As noted earlier, such a compensation network is not necessary

with proportional tachometer feedback. As seen in the present data,

it adds damping to a system which is already overdamped.
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Figure III-9 shows the effect of various initial wheel momenta,

again with no inhibit loop. Notice that the offsetting effect of an

initial stored momentum which differs from the bias momentum is

predicted by the presence of H i in expressions (III.17) and (III.19);

as H i increasej the amplitude of the slow component of @ increases.

In this case, again, the speed inhibit loop would not have affected

the results.

The effect of reducing the windage of the motor is shown in

Figure III-lO. Clearly there is little effect upon the transient

response; however, this is not the complete story. By reducing Kf

from O.O1 to 0.002, the duty cycle of the motor during the linear

portion of the trajectory is reduced by a factor of five.

The steady-state behavior of the system was evaluated with

nominal disturbances of Tdy(O ) = 3 x l0 "5 ft-lb and Tdy (j_o)

= 4 x lO -5 ft-lb. The results are summarized in Table III-2 with

comparable results derived by the preceding analytical procedures.*

The close agreement between the analysis and the simulation is not

Nominal Disturbance

Twice Nominal Disturbance

Simulation Data

e(a o)

O. 49° O. 26 °

1.01 ° 0.91 °

Analytical Data*

O. 90 ° O.26 °

i. O0 ° 0.52 °

*Note that Figure 111-4 is based upon_ o = 0.001 rad/sec

T_ole 111-2 Steady-State Performance

*Analyses conducted subsequent to this simulation study indicate

that more realistic disturbance estimates are Tdy(O) = .000016 ft-lb

and TAv(_o) = .00012 ft-lb. The corresponding performance is

e(o)  o.27o, e(j%) = 0.78°.
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surprising, even though the analysis approximated the modulator
as a linear element. Thls is because the modulator will, for

sufficient wheel torque levels, act as a high gain element and

maintain its input signal at zero. Thus the precise character of

the high gain element is not important, and moderate gain variations
and changes in the shape of its input/output characteristic will have

little effect upon the steady-state behavior of the system. Note,

hosever, that this result applies only in the case where biasing

of the wheel produces a windage torque to hold the error signal at

the modulator deadbandin spite of attitude perturbations due to

periodic disturbances. In cases where the wheel momentumis not

biased it should be possible to achieve a similar result by applying

an appropriate attitude bias signal (@c) by ground command.

Transient response was also observed during the runs with

disturbances. The tlme to reach the neighborhood of the deadband
was relatively short (since the fast modeis dominant). Subsequent

convergence to the steady motion required an additional two to three
orbits; however, the important factor is the time required for the

attitude error to be reduced to an acceptable level (i.e., the

modulator deadband).

2. Integral Tachometer Feedback

Figure IIl-ll shows the transient response of the system with

integral tachometer feedback (Ki = 0.1K f, Kf = l0 "_ sec "l) both

with and without the 10/1 lead-lag network in the attitude error
.

feedback path. Clearly the lead-lag network is necessary, even

though it will produce an undesirable amplification of _-_- sensor

*This value of Ki was chosen on the basis of steady-state
analyses similar to those presented earlier.
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noise. Extreme limiting of the excursions in HC (for example, by
setting HD equal to 0.05 HB) will also prevent these oscillations;
however, this measure is also undesirable.

The steady-state behavior was evaluated under conditions similar

to those under which proportional tachometer feedback was evaluated.

The constant and orbit rate attitude variations with the previously

defined nominal disturbances were 0.49 ° and 0.02 ° , respectively.

Note that this compensation scheme gives considerably improved

performance in the face of periodic disturbances. However, this is

at the expense of transient performance and will be of value only

if large periodic disturbances are expected (i.e., on the order of

5 x lO -4 ft-lb), or if the orbital frequency attitude motions which

occur with proportional tachometer compensation are incompatible

with the mission requirements.

3. H_brid Tachometer Compensation

Several analog runs were made with K i = 0.i Kf and varying

values of KT (from 0 to 0.I)_ and with the lead-lag network. The

limiting cases were quite similar to those of Figures 111-8 and

III-ii, and the intermediate cases comprised a smooth transition

between these extremes. The effect upon steady-state performance

was similar; that is, as KT was increased the orbital frequency

response increased. It is of interest to note that with KT

= 0.i rad/ft-lb-sec, the introduction of integral feedback has

no appreciable effect upon steady-state performance_ although the

time required to settle is increased.
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APPENDIXIV

ROLL/YAWFINE CONTROL STUDY

A. INTRODUCTION

This appendix presents the results of a linearized performance

study of the SAGS roll/yaw control system. As discussed in the

SAGS First Quarterly Report (Reference i), the S_S control system

utilizes a reaction wheel which is gimballed about the satellite's

roll and�or yaw axis. Relative motion between the reaction wheel

and satellite is coupled by a spring and damped (in this analysis)

by a proportional damper. The specific objective of this study is

an evaluation of the steady-state accuracy of the roll/yaw control

system under the presence of normal mode disturbances.

This appendix includes a review of a previously reported pre-

liminary analysis of the roll/yaw performance of SAGS. This study

led to the selection of the gimbal configuration of the reaction

wheel, the selection of control system parameters, and a determina-

tion of the parameter requirements for roll/yaw stability. To

complete the analysis, the disturbance torques on satellite are

evaluated for a specified set of system parameters. With a know-

ledge of both the disturbance torques and the system galn/frequency

characteristics, the steady-state pointing errors of the roll/yaw

control system are evaluated.

B. GENERAL PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, relations for evaluating the perf'ormance of the

roll/yaw control system are developed. The basis for the analysis

is the set of llnearized equations of motion developed in Reference 1
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for the "Roll-Yaw," "Yaw-Roll," "Roll," and "Yaw" gimbal configura-
tions. As shownin Figure IV-I, the Roll-Yaw and Yaw-Roll con-

figurations have two degrees of freedom for damping librations of
the satellite, whereas the Roll and Yawconfigurations have but a

single gimbal. Fixing the inner set of gimbals with an "infinitely"

stiff spring reduces the Roll-Yaw or Yaw-Roll configuration to the

Roll or Yawconfigurations, respectively. Thus the single gimbal

configurations are considered a subclass of the two gimbal

configurations •

In general, the small angle equations of motion for the Roll-
Yawor Yaw-Roll configurations can be reduced to the following

matrix equations :

rll(S) • . . rls(S)

r_l(S)• . . r_5(s)

where ¢, e, ,

Yx' Yz

Tdx' Tdy' Tdz

Td4' Td5

s

_(s)

o(s)

,(s)

rx(S)

_z(S)

Tdx(S)

Tdy(s)

Td_(s)

Ta_(s)

Tds(S)

(IV-i)

= attitude errors about the roll, pitch and

yaw axis, respectively;

= Gimbal roll and yaw angles, respectively;

= Main body disturbance torque components;

= Gimbal disturbance torques;

= LaPlace transform operator.
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Figure IV-I Gimballed Reaction Wheel Configurations
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and rij are elements of a 5 x 5 matrix [rlj] which is defined in

Appendix VII of Reference 1.

By normalizing the system equations with respect to e 2j
o yyl

performing a matrix inversion, Equation (IV-l) can be written as

and

m

_(p)

e(p)

_(p)

_x(_)

rz(p)

where

1

_o2jyyl

m

_ll(P) • . . _ls(p)

_l (p) " " " _55(p)

Tax(P)

Td_(P)

Tdz(P)

Td_(P)

Tds(P)

(IV-2)

p -- s/_°

= Orbital angular velocityo

Jyyl = Main body moment of inertia about the pitch axis.

Because the system is linear, the matrix [rij ] (and thus [6ij ] )

determines the gain and transient characteristics of the control

system; thus the performance characteristics can be evaluated from

a knowledge of the elements tiJ" On the other hand, the steady-

state pointing errors require a knowledge of both the system gain

characteristics [tij(P) ] and the disturbance torques as indicated

by Equation (IV-2).

C. PRELIMINARY FERFORMANCEASSESSMENTS

In this section attention is focused on the frequency response

and stability of the roll/yaw control system• Dependent upon
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elements of matrix [rijJ, the system's frequency response and
stability are affected primarily by (i) the gimbal configuration

selected for the reaction wheel suspension, and (ii) the values

selected for the suspension parameters. As a result, the gimbal

configuration and the control system parameters are selected on the

basis of achieving desirable gain/frequency characteristics and

insuring system stability.

i. Preliminary Results

In Reference i, a preliminary study was conducted to determine

the effects of gimbal configurations and control system parameters

on the system performance. This study was based on assumptions

which neglected small terms in the system equations (e.g., the

satellite products of inertia, wheel mass, and glmbal inertias).

Moreover, the main body roll and pitch inertias for SAGS were

assumed to be equal and the yaw inertia was considered negligible

(Jyyl = Jxxl >> Jzzl _ 0).

Those assumptions not only decouple pitch motion from roll/yaw

motion but also simplify the resulting error/torque gain expressions

of Equation (IV-2). Reproduced in Tables IV-1 and IV-2, the gain

expressions at zero and orbit rate frequencies are found to be

functions of normalized control parameters, defined as follows:

k i

_i = 2 (i = x, z)

a_o Jyyl
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Zero Frequency
Gain

,.[h(o)l

o)I_2,1r_i,.I

l_'x(o)l

l_(o)l%2Jrj11

Two Gimbal

Wheel System

m+ _x

4m+_x(_+m)

0

Single Gimbal

Roll Config.

m + _x

4m+_x(4+m)

1

m

m+_ z

m_z

0

1

_z
dn_

dna

Wheel System

Yaw Config.

1

[+m

0

m+ _z

m_ Z

dna

dna

1

_z

0

*Note:
le(J_)l

Table IV-I Roll/Yaw Gain Expressions at Zero Frequency
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Zero Frequency
Gain

I_(J%)l

I_x(J%)l

IT_¢J%)/%2,.T_ll

Pwo Gimbal

_heel System

1

3

1

3

0

ITazCJ%)/%2_yyll

lT_CJ%)I%2J_l

1

i' 2 ,,

,/_..%2

Single Gimbal

Roll Config.

1

3

1

3

0

1

dna

dma

Keel System

Yaw Config.

1

3

1

3

I
_ 2 2

_z_z

_m

1

o

*Note :

Al= [(3_)_x__x%)*_(_x*_=)]2*[(3_)(%_=_ _x)._(%_ z)]2

A_I (_%rx_x 2)(e"""z2+c*z2); A3. [(3_)i)x,_22,[ (3_)_.22

A4= _(3_)_z,_22+[(3_)%3a

Table IV-2 Roll/Yaw Gain Expressions at Orbital Frequency
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C.

1

% = (i = x, z)

H
0

m =
J

o yyl

whe re ki = Gimbal spring constant,

c. = Proportional damping coefficient,
1

H = Bias momentum.
O

Table IV-2 indicates that the orbit rate gains are not signi-

ficantly affected by the suspension configuration chosen. However,

the zero frequency gains of Table IV-1 show that gain errors due

to steady yaw disturbances are very sensitive to the value chosen

for _z.fOr either of the suspension systems possessing a yaw

degree of freedom. In this case, the d-c yaw galnbecomes unaccept-

ably large for small spring constants (k << _ 2j _). Increasing
z 20 yy_

the spring constant to higher values (k z >_o Jyyl ) will reduce the

yaw gain but may seriously degrade the transient response of the

system, as evidenced in a previous parameter study (Reference IV-l).

On the other hand, the d-c yaw gain of the Roll configuration is in-

dependent of the spring constant 6x and is reasonably small for

nominal values of the wheel's angular momentum (H ° >_oJyyl )• Thus,

from a low frequency performance standpoint, a single gimbal Roll

wheel system is superior to either a two glmbal wheel system or a

single gimbal yaw system.

*In this discussion positive bias momentum H o adds to the angular
momentum of the satellite. That is, with the _l undeflected Hc

= - HoY b. With reference to the notation in the foregoing acquisi-

tion discussion Ho = - Hc.
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To assess the effects of the control system parameters on the

gain characteristics about the roll and yaw axes# the preliminary

study utilized a TRW On-Line Computer. The specific objective of

the On-Line Computer program was to obtain a range of control para-

meters which gave reasonable error/torque gains for the Roll gimbal

system. In particular, the frequency characteristics at orbital

harmonics were especially scrutinized because the most significant

disturbance torques are at these frequencies. The On-Line study

resulted in the following recommended range of spring constants

and damping coefficients:

2
O<k _ .5_ J

x o yyl

J _ c < 2_ Jyylo yyl x o

In Figure IV-2, the above ranges of control parameters are plotted

as functions of pitch inertia for a SAGS satellite orbiting at a

nominal altitude of 750 nautical miles.

The preliminary study also investigated the stability require-

ments for a two glmbal wheel system. It was shown that for the

desired orientation to be asymptotically stable (in the small) the

bias momentum H must satisfy the following conditions:
O

(1)
Ho > - _o (Jyyl + Jyyc " Jzzl " Jzzc )

> -_ (a 1 + J -ax_ -a )(ii ) H° o yyc xxc

(_v-3)
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(iii) H >
o

[_(J _-J _)(J -J )÷k(j
o o yy± zz± yyc zzc x yyl yyc-Jzzl-Jzzc )]

+ _ 2 (jyyl.Jzzl)kx o

(iv) H
o

> % [%2(j=l.J=a )(_c'_=c )÷kz(_l _=c "J=a-a=o )]

k + 2 (j _j=a)
z o yyl

where Jxxc' Jyyc' Jzzc represent the inertias of the gimbal cases

and are negligible in any practical situation.

In general, the above stability conditions are met by making

H sufficiently positive; negative values of H should be avoided.
o o

Suppose a Roll gimbal system is considered where

J J J
----_Jxxl= 1 >> --Jzz_____i>> yyc > xxc = zz____c

Jyyl Jyyl Jyyl Jyyl Jyyl

k
x

_o2Jyyl

then conditions (1) through(ill) become

>-_ J(i) R° o _l

(il) _ > o
o

> .44 _ J
(iii) H ° o yyl

*For the single (roll) gimDai configuration _he first three

conditions must be satisfied.
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In this case, the critical condition is (li). However, the

On-Line Computerstudy recommendsvalues of the bias momentumon
the order of the orbital momentumof the satellite for acceptable yaw

> _ J the control system
performance. Therefore, by setting H ° o yyl'

is stable and provides desirable frequency response characteristics.

2. Digital Computer Study

The results of the previous section were based on neglecting

small terms (anomalies) in the system equations to simplify the

analysis. However, including anomalies such as products of inertia

can affect the system response by coupling pitch motion to the

roll/yaw motion of the satellite. Therefore, to extend the pre-

liminary results to less ideal situations a digital computer program

was developed.

The primary task of the computer program is to compute the

elements of the matrix [&ij ] in Equation (IV-2) and to plot the

magnitude l&ij I as a function of the normalized frequency (_/_o) •

The details of the digital program are discussed in Appendix V.

In this study, the following normalized values of satellite

inertias, inertia products, and gimbal inertlas are considered:

Jxxl = 1.02, Jzz---!l= .094
J J
yyl yyl

Jxyl = .7xi0-3
j
yyl

Jyzl = 3.4xi0-3 Jxz___!l= .2.2xi0-3
, j

Jyyl yyl
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J
XD(C

J
yyl

Jkc

J
yyl

J J

zzc = .053v_i0-3
yyc = "08xi0"3' Jyyl•047xi0-3' Jyyl

(j,k= x, y, z; j

Moreover, the mass of the gimballed reaction wheel assembly and its

location relative to the center of mass of the satellite (defined

as m and _j respectively) were taken as
g

m

--g-- = l.llx 10 -3 ft 2
J
yyl

= -.39 ft

L-.5 j

The above system parameters are based on a 500 ib SAGS satellite

with a 52 ft boom and 15 lb tip mass and with the reaction wheel

system developed in Appendix VII. In this case the satellite has

a pitch inertia Jyyl of 1500 slug-ft 2 to provide no more than .5°

steady-state pitch error in the presence of expected constant dis-

turbances (See Appendix III).

The results of the digital computer program are shown in

Figures IV-3 to IV- 7.In Figures IV-Ba to IV-3f the roll and yaw gains

for a two gimbal Roll-Yaw system are plotted against normalized

frequency with the inner spring constant k as a parameter. It
z

is clear that a large spring constant k is desirable to minimize
z

the yaw gain characteristics• But stiffening the inner springs of

the Roll-Yaw configuration simply results in the single gimbal Roll
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configuration. Moreover, the gain characteristics of the Yaw-Roll,

and Roll-Yaw gimbal system are found to be comparable. These

facts verify the preliminary results which noted the advantages

of the Roll gimbal configuration over the two-glmbal configurations.

In Figures IV-4ato IV-4f, the roll and yaw gains of the Roll

and Yaw Gimbal configurations are compared. It is evident that the

yaw configuration exhibits significantly larger yaw gains. Moreover,

the frequency response of the Yaw gimbal configuration has a

large resonance gain near 1.35 e • A large resonance peak is un-
O

desirable for it implies that the control system is highly under-

damped. Reducing the spring constant decreases the gain at the

resonant frequency but at the expense of increasing the d-c.

gains. Therefore, to minimize the error/torque gains and to

enhance transient characteristics, a Roll glmbal configuration

is preferred over the Yaw configuration.

In the above figures, it is noted that the roll and yaw gains

sensitive to pitch disturbance torques are several orders of magni-

tude smaller than those affected by roll and yaw disturbance torques.

Thus, assuming that the components of the disturbance torques are of

the same order of magnitude, the steady-state roll and yaw errors

will not be significantly affected by pitch disturbances. Furthermore,

this result implies that the roll/yaw motion and the pitch motion

are not strongly coupled with the assumed products of inertia.

Finally, the digital computer study verified the range of control

parameters which was recommended in the preliminary, study for the

Roll gimbal system. Figures IV-5ato IV-Tf show the error/torque

gains under variations in the spring constant (.1 _o 2 Jyyl < kX

2J 1),  oJl), and< 2_ O damping coefficient (._oJyyl _ cx
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(_oJyyl _ _o J ) These plots will be utilizedbias momentum _ Ho yyl "

in the subsequent sections to evaluate the steady-state roll and

yaw control accuracies.

D. FORCED SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

i. Satellite Environmental Disturbances

In Appendix VI, a detailed study was conducted to evaluate the

torques on the SAGS satellite due to environmental disturbances.

The results of this disturbance torque evaluation are summarized

in this section. The study is conducted for a SAGS satellite with

the dimensions of Figure VI-1. The disturbance torques are deter-

mined for a satellite orbiting in a 7_0 nautical mile polar orbit.

To vary thermal conditions, the following locations of the sun were

considered:

Case I - Sun in the orbit plane

Case II - Sun normal to the orbit plane

The sources of disturbance torques considered in the study are:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Solar radiation pressure

Thermal boom bending

Magnetic moments

Control axis mlsalignment

Orbital eccentricity

When the sun is in the orbit plane, torques due to solar radiation

pressure, thermal boom bending, and magnetic moments on the solar

panel are assumed to be nulled during eclipse. ;_en the sun is

normal to the orbit plane, the solar array is assumed to be fixed

relative to the satellite.
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Values of the system parameters which affect the disturbance

torques are listed in Table VI-1. It is noted that torques due to

both in-plane and out-of-plane boombending are considered. In
the table the bending coefficients are determined for a Be-Cu

boomwith a diameter of .5 inch and a thickness of .002 inch. Con-

stant as well as orbital frequency componentsof magnetic moment
(5 x lO-5 ft-lb/gauss) are assumedto be located on the satellite.

Gravitational torques resulting from mlsallgnment of the control

axes from the principal axes are based on a maximum2 degree offset

about the roll and pitch axes and a 5 degree offset about the yaw axis

prior to boomextension. An orbital eccentricity of 1 percent is
assumed.

Someof the environmental disturbances were obtained from a

TRW Generalized Computer Program (Prog. AC-O19); the remainder were

analytically derived in Appendix VI. The components of the distur-

bance
Td were expanded in a trigonometric series as follows :torque

k_._x cos_kt + Z _x sin_tk

Td = E Aky cos_kt + E _y sin_kt (IV-4)
k k

_ Akz c°s_kt + _ _z sin_kt
k k

where _k = k-th frequency,

t = time.

For the disturbances considered, the significant frequencies are:

* A DeHavilland boom is assumed.
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Solar pressure :

Thermal bending:

Magnetics:

Misalignment :

Eccentricity:

where_ represents the spin rate of the earth.
e

% = o, %, _o' _o

_ = o, %, _o, 3_o

,_=o, %, % Z%, _o' _o±%,

_o +_, 3_o,3_o÷__ e

_=0

%=%

Terms above 3_ °

neglected since the system frequency response is well attenuated

at these frequencies.

The results of the study are summarized in plots where the root-

sum-squared (RSS) values of disturbance torques are presented as a

function of frequency. In Figures IV-8 to IV-13, the torques due to

solar radiation pressure, thermal boom bending, and magnetic moments

are summed, component by component. Then the RSS values are obtained

as follows:

(iv-o)

Notice that the effects of magnetic moments are dominant in these

results. Boom bending contributes significantly to the orbit rate
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pitch torque in Case I and to the d-c roll and yaw torques in

Case II. Torques due to solar radiation pressure are significant

only about the pitch axis, and then only when the sun is normal to

the orbit plane.

As shown in Figures IV-14and IV-15, control axis misalign-

ments relative to the principal axes produce constant gravitational

torques and eccentricity effects produce torques at orbital frequency.

Note that eccentricity torques are largest about the pitch axis

and, therefore, have little effect upon roll/yaw accuracy.

2. Stead_-State Roll/Yaw Errors

With the information provided above, the steady-state roll and

yaw errors are now evaluated for the Roll gimbal configuration.

From Equation (IV-2) and (IV-4), the form of the resulting attitude

errors can be expressed as

2j1 Z _[l&i j(j_k)l.l_djlsin(_k t + _k)l

o yyl j k

where _k is a phase angle. Thus the magnitude of the roll/yaw errors

and the gimt:_l deflection Yx can be estimated by the following

equations:

l [[ 1 ll(J%)l'IT (J%)l+1412(J%)1"ITdy(J%)1
_o yyl k

l dz(J )l] (IV-6)

*Note that this procedure yields a pessimistic estimate in that the

error magnitudes due to pitch, roll and yaw torques are treated as

if they are strictly additive, as are the effects of torques at

various frequencies. The resulting error estimate assumes worst

case (in-phase) conditions.
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1

2j _ [I_31(J%)I IT_(J%)I÷I_32(J%)I"l_dy(J%)I
o yyl k

+I¢33(J%)I"ITd_(J%)l_ (IV-7)

_'X ----

1

2j _[l_41(J%)l'IT_(J%)l+l¢_2(J%)l'ITdy(J_)l
o yyl k

+I_43(J_)I.IT_(J%)l] (IV-8 )

In the above equations the external torques on the gimbals are

neglected, be steady-state errors are evaluated by substituting

the values of the error/torque gains and the disturbance torque

into Equations (IV-6), (IV-7)_ and (IV-8) and performing the indi-

cated operations.

The results are summarized in Table IV-3 in which the following

control system parameters were assumed:

k = .5%-_x 1

Cx o yyl

H = 2zoJ
o o yyi

Most of the contribution to the steady-state roll and yaw errors

came from roll and yaw torques at zero, orbit rate, and twice orbit

rate frequencies. As previously noted, pitch torques were well

attenuated by the roll/yaw gains. More specifically, the roll/yaw

errors were especially influenced by the effects of magnetic moments
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and thermal boom bending. On the other hand, solar radiation

pressure, control axis misalignment, and eccentricity effects did

not contribute significantly to the steady-state errors.

Table IV-3 also indicates that the roll and yaw errors vary by

about 1° depending on the position of the sun relative to the orbit

plane. The increased error with the sun norma_ to the orbit plane

is mainly the result of a large d-c torque due to thermal boom

bending.

Disturbance

Source

Magnetic Moment,

Solar Radiation,

Boom Bendin_

Control Axis

Misalignment

Orbital

T X

Steady-State Errors*(deg)

Case I Case II

•76 2.0

•20 .26

Case I

1.4_

.O2

Case I Case II

•78 1.7

.16 .21

= oJ l; °l OOsl -ft2)

Eccentricit_(lg) .01 .O1 .02 .02

Total .97 2.27 1._9 2.42

*Note: Case I - Sun in orbit plane

Case II- Sun normal to orbit plane

Table IV-3 Steady-State Roll/YawErrors (as defined in

expressions (IV-6), (IV-7), and (IV-8)).

(kx = .7%J_l; Cx= %J_z; go
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3 • Conclusions

The accuracy levels indicated in Table IV-3 should be adequate

for a variety of missions; however, these results by no means

represent the ultimate performance attainable with the SAGS control

configuration. Two general courses can be pursued to achieve

greater accuracies :

(i) reduction of environmental disturbances

(ii) improved roll/yaw "stiffness"

The foregoing disturbance torque estimates indicate clearly that

magnetic and thermal bending effects are dominant in determining the

capabilities of this control system (for the vehicle considered).

Both torque sources are amenable to reduction, the former by striving

for a higher degree of magnetic cleanliness and the latter by coating

the inertia mast (i.e., with silver). The alternative of altering

the ACS performance Is probably less attractive, in that it will

generally involve increases in the weight of the system. In parti-

or c will incur such penalties.
cular, increases in either H ° x

Slmilarly3 increasing the pitch inertia will have a like effect if

the normalized parameters (_ and m are to remain unchanged.
X

Furthermore, increasing Jyyl may involve alterlng the parameters

of the inertia augmentation assembly In such a way as to increase

the thermal bending torques. Table IV-4 summarizes the improvements

in roll/yaw control available by resorting to the techniques

mentioned above. Several of these approaches will improve pitch

performance as well.
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System Change

Momentum bias increased from
P_oJ to 4_oJ

o yyl o yyl

Damping coefficient increased

Effect

Yaw error reduced from 2.42 °

to 2.0_ °.

Yaw error reduced from 2._2 °

to 2.1_ °
from _oJyyl to 2_oJyy I

Boom coated with silver

(.00_ in.thickness)

Pitch inertia increased from ^

1500 slug-ft 2 to 3000 slug-ft _

(by doubling the tip mass)*

Roll error reduced from 2.27 ° to

1.60°; Yaw error not significantly

affected.

Roll error reduced from 2.27 ° to

1.70_; Yaw error reduced from

2.42 _ to 1.30°;

*Assumes that G and m are unchanged (hence that the bias momentum

and the dampin_ coefficient are doubled).

Table IV-4 Effect upon Roll/Yaw Performance

of Representative System Changes

(Sun normal to the orbit plane)
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APPENDIX V

ROLL/YAW FREQUENCY RESPONSE PROGRAM

This appendix presents a brief description of a digital computer

program developed for SAGS Roll/Yaw frequency response evaluations.

Through use of this computer routine it is possible to determine

the response of the SAGS control configuration to constant and

periodic disturbances; such an application is presented in

Appendix IV. A more detailed description of the subject digital

program is to be found in Reference V-I.

As shown in the preceding appendix the small error linearized

equations of motion can be written in the form

A(p) x(p) - i 9(p) (V.1)

 o2J=l

where

o x(p) is a column matrix with elements _(p), @(p), _(p),

Zx(P), rz(P).

o A(p) is the 5 x 5 matrix of (normalized) coefficients of

the linearized differential equations.

o T(p) is a column matrix of external disturbances.

o p = s/_ ° is the normalized frequency.

o _o is the spacecraft orbital angular velocity.

o Jyyl is the pitch axis moment of inertia of the spacecraft.
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Solving the above equation for the vehicle attitudes and the gimbal

deflections:

_(p) _ 1 _(p)_(p) (v.2)
2j

o yyl

Of particular interest is the determination of the steady-

state system response to periodic (and constant) disturbances at a

general real frequency _. Letting

s : j_ : J_o : _o (v.3)

(with n not necessarily an integer)3 the element &ij(Jn) cf L(jn)

will determine the influence of the j-th disturbance component upon

the i-th position variable.

The motion of a mechanical system such as this one is described

by a set of q second order differential equations (here q = 4 or 5,

depending upon the wheel suspension configuration). Thus the

coefficient matrix is of the form

A(p) = Ep 2 + Fp + G (V.4)

where E3 F, and G are explicit functions of the (normalized) para-

meters of the system. Evaluated for real frequencies p = in:

A(Jn) = G - n2E + JnF

Notice that A(Jn) and L(jn) may be written as

(v.5)
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A(jn) = C + jD
-1

L(Jn) = M + jN = [A(Jn)]
(v.6)

with C, D, M and N real square matrices which depend upon the

normalized real frequency J_. M and N can be readily evaluated

(for each value of n) in terms of C and D:

-1

M -- {C + DC -I D]

__ (v.7)
N = -C DM

The digital computer program computes the magnitude of the

elements of L(jn) as a function of n, starting with the system

(and vehicle) parameters as input data. The sequence of computer

operations is as shown in Figures IV-1. The first step is the

computation of E, F and G in terms of the following normalized

parameters of the system:

Wheel Bias momentum:

Pitch Wheel gain:

Spring constant:

Damping coefficient:

H
o

m -
_J
o yyl

G
O

go-- %Jyyl

ki

_i =
2j

% yyl

(i = X, Z)

cl (i - x, z)
(xi - (_oJyy I

. %
C_n_eral parameter: Q_' =

A.

"yyl

*The Qi are mass and inertia parameters, all of which are normalized

relative to the spacecraft pitch inertia.
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Denoting t for example, the general element of E by eij, the

elements of E3 F and G are computed as follows :

l l i , 2 2 l i 2 2
= I +I +I _ ( +_ )+I _ (& +_ )

ell _ xx3 xxc g _l zl xx2 o yl zl

= T t T s T I s -s s-- 4,
el2 "-xyl'-xY3--xyc-mg_xl _Yl'IxY 2-m°_xl yl

3:-

= I' " I'
el9 - xz3-_ xzc

e21 = el2

e22 1 + I' _+I' +_'(_2-+_2.)+I' ^+m'(_2-_2-)= yyj yyc g z± x_ yy_ o xA z±

= -' -' "' '- _ I' m'& &
e23 "Zyzl-AYZ3"iyzc'mgSyl_zl" yz2- o yl zl

/

e24 = -IxY3_ 1 I'xyc

e25 =-I_z3-_ 2 I'yzc

e31 = el3

e32 = e23

= ' ' ' ___+_ )+I ^+m (&__.+C_.)e33 izzl+izz3+izzc__, (_g_ 2 2 , , 2 2Xi yl ZZ_ o xJ- y_
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= I' " I'
e34 - zx3"_l zxc

= I' " I'
e3.3 zz3'+_ zzc

e41 = el4

e42 = e24

e43 = e34

e44 = el4

e4 5 "Ixz 3

e_l = el5

e52 = e2_

e53 = e35

e_4 = e45

e_5 = e35
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fll = 0

/ / / / l /

= 2(I .+I ^+I +mg_zl_yl+Izy2+motyl&zl)fl2 zy± zy5 zyc

, I -I' -I' -I'
f13 = I+IyY3+Iyyc xxl xx3 xxc-Izzl'Izz3-Izzc

-2m'_ 2 +I' -I' -I' -2m'_,2
g yl y_2 xx2 zz2 o yl

fl_ = 0

= e _T I .T I
fl_ Iyy3 -zz3 -xx3

_# --I _1

+ m + ae(lyyc-±xxc-lzzc)

f21 = " f12

f22 = " go

f23 _ xy3

= 2" ' I'z24 " tlyz3+Zhyzc)

f2_ 2CI_3+_2 _c )

f31 = " f13

f32 = - f23

f33 = 0

+m
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= -' +I' I'
f34 Izz3 xx3" yy3-

f35 = 0

m + _(I' +I' -I_c)
I- ZZC XXC

f41 = 0

f4e = " f24

f43 = " f3_

/ I I

f45 = IyY3-Izz3-I_a_3 + m

tSl = " f15

f52 = - f25

f53 = 0

f54 = - f45

s t _t _s it i t +i t
gll = 4[l+I_3+I_c-Azzl'±zz2" zz3" zzc

....,,_2 =2 , ,,,2 _2 _]
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g12 3( ' ' ' l , ,

_I --I --I I I I
= -m _ _ -I -m _ _,

g13 "lzxl'Izx3"Izxc g xl zl zx2 o xl zl

I I I I

g:4-- ÷

= Ixxl+Ixx3+Ixxc+I ^-I .-I .-I_2 3[ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' -Z'xx_ zz± zz_ zzc zz2

_m_( 2 -2 , 2 2

--I --I _I I I I

g23= izyl+_zyj_+1=y_+_g_yl_z1+Z=_+mo_zl_l

J%Y

= -'I' " I'g29 - j_yz3_2yzc)

g31 = 4g13

g32 = - 3923

= l+I' _+I' ' ' ' -I_x2+I_+ mg33 yyj yyc'Ixxl-Ixx3"Ixxc

+m' ( 2 .2 , , {&2 _t2
g _xl-_yl)_no" xl yl"
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I !

g34 = " Izx3 -AIIzxc

g35 = I_3 -I&3+_(I_c'I_c)
+m

g41 = g14

g42 = g24

g43 = g34

= , , ,g44 4[lyy3-1zz3+_i(lyyc

=- I' _-3_Ixz_g45 xz3 o

g_l = g15

g92 = g25

g93 = g35

g94 = g45

= I' ^-I I _+ m + _z + t

The various parameters in the above expressions are defined in

Apl_ndix VII of the _"A_° Firs+._ Qua_rt_rlv_. Report (Reference i), and

the above elements are therein developed in detail.
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Following the determination of E, F and G, the matrices C, D,

and N are computed for each particular frequencyl and 16ij(jn)lM,

is computed and stored for all i, j and each n. Provisions are

included for Calcomp plotting of the influence coefficients as

functions of the normalized frequency (e.g., see Appendix IV).
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APPENDIX VI

SAGS DISTURBANCE TORQUE ANALYSIS

This appendix presents an evaluation of the major disturbances

on the SAGS satellite. The specific objective of the study was to

obtain a measure of the disturbance torques during normal mode opera-

tion. The sources of disturbance torque considered includes:

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Solar radiation pressure

Thermal boom bending

Residual magnetic moments

Control axis misalignment

Orbital eccentricity

The symbols and constants used in this appendix are defined at its

end.

A. SATELLITE MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

The study is based on a 500 ib SAGS satellite which is nominally

in a 750 nautical mile orbit. The dimensions and the mass distribu-

tion of the satellite are shown in Figures VI-I and VI-2, respec-

tively. It is noted that the satellite has a control box (C), a

sensory ring (R), a rotatable solar array (P) with a hinge (H)I and

an inertia mast (M). The mast is 52 ft in length with a 19 ib tip

mass to provide a pitch inertia of about 1500 slug-ft 2.

Table VI-I lists values of the system parameters assumed in the

disturbance torque evaluation. These parameters were selected on the

basis of providing a representative measure of the disturbance

torques. For instance, the torques due to thermal boom bending are
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Table VI-1

SAGS SYST_4 CONSTANTS

r = .78 ft
c

r = 2.34 ft
r

rt = 1 in.

M = 2.0 slugs
c

M = 9.33 slugsr

M t = .47 slugs

M = .93 slugs
P

m = 1.89 slugs
g

_b = _2 ft

= .00_ in.

Cg = 2°

@ = 2°
g

,g = 5°

= 2.0 ft
c

= 1.11 ft
r

_t = 6.9 in.

_; = .2
c

u = .2
r

Vt = 0

V = .3
P

vb = .63

A = i_.6 ft 2
P

K = 1.21 x lO -3 ft -1

K = .6 x i0 -3 ft "I

(o
o

(o
e

= .O1

= .924 x 10 -3 rad/sec

= .727 x i0 -_ rad/sec
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Parameter

Deployed Boom:

J
xxl

J
yyl

Jzzl

Undeployed Boom:

Jxxl

J
yyl

Jzzl

M
xo

M
yo

M
zo

Mzt

Cx

¢,.

M
xp

Table VI-I (Cont'd)

SAGS SYST_4CONSTANTS

Came I

Sun in Orbit Plane

1535 slug-ft 2

1509 slug-ft 2

81 slug-ft 2

173 slug-ft 2

143 slug-ft 2

81 slug-ft 2

5xlO -5 ft-lb/gauss

5xlO -5 ft-lb/gauss

-Sx10 "5 ft-lb/gauss

-2.5xi0 "5 ft-lb/gauss

2.5xi0 "5 ft-lb/gauss

2.5xi0 "5 ft-lb/gauss

Case II

Sun Nor.ml to Orbit Plan,

1520 slug-ft 2

1520 slug-ft 2

66 slug-ft 2

150 slug-ft 2

149 slug-ft 2

66 slug-ft 2

5xlO -5 ft-lb/gauss

-5xlO "5 ft-lb/gauss

5xlO -5 ft-lb/gauss

-2.SxlO-5ft-lb/gauss

2.5xi0 "5 ft-lb/gauss

2.5xi0 -5 ft-lb/gauss

0 o

-45°

90 °

lOxlO -5 ft-lb/gauss

45°

45°

45°

5xlO -5 ft-lb/gauss
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based on an uncoated DeHavilland boomwith a diameter of .5 inch and

a thickness of .002. Gravity torques resulting from misalignment of

the control axes from the principal axes are based on a maximum 2 de-

gree offset about the roll and pitch axes and a 5 degree offset about

the yaw axis prior to boom extension. A nominal residual magnetic

moment of 5 x 10-5 ft-lb/gauss is assumed on the satellite. Torques

induced from an elliptic orbit are based on an orbital eccentricity

of i percent.

To simplify the analysis, the following major assumptions are

(1) Torques due to solar radiation pressure, thermal boom bend-

ing, and magnetic moments on the solar panels are nulled

during eclipse.

(2) The effects of shadowing are neglected.

(3) be magnetic field of the earth is approximated by a dipole

model.

(4) Nodal regression is neglected; the location of the sun

relative to the orbit plane is constant.

(5) Torques which contain attitude dependent terms are neg-

lected.

B. COORDINATE SYST_4S

In this analysis, the principal inertia axis coordinate frame

(x, y, z) lies at the satellite's center of mass and is assumed to

be aligned with the orbiting reference frame (Xr, Yr' Zr)' or
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X

w

Z

J N

m

X
r

= Yr

i z
!_r

(w.1)

The control axes (Xc, Yc' Zc) are related to the principal axes by

offset rotations _g, @g, Sg about the roll, pitch, and yaw axes,

respectively. Thus we can write

I

m

Z
C l

i

= -,g

@
g

m

,g -gg

-_g i ;I

(VI.2)

where small offset angles are assumed.

The solar array coordinate set (Xh, Yh'

to the principal set by a paddle rotation @
P

Zh) is defined relative

and hinge rotation ,p as

Yh =

_h

_p S,p

_,p C,p

0 o

u

o O@
p

o o

i S@
p

i lyl

0 C@pJ Izl

(vi.3)

where S and C denote sine and cosine, respectively.

Figure VI-3 shows the orthogonal coordinates necessary to de-

scribe the orbit position of t_be satellite relative to inertial

space. Note that the regression angle _ is measured from the

Autumnal Equinox to the ascending node. The angle @i is the
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inclination of the orbit plane with respect to the equatorial plane.

orbit angle _ defines the coordinate frame (Xn, Yn' Zn) relativeThe

to the orbital reference frame as

Z
n

m

(X_ 0 -SU

0 -i 0

-S_ 0 -CU

i

X
r

Yr (V1.4)

o

Z
r

C. ORBITAL REIATIONS

The satellite is nominally in a 750 nautical mile polar orbit.

To vary thermal conditions_ the following locations of the sun are

conside red:

Case I:

Case II :

Sun in orbit plane

Sun normal to orbit plane

To simplify the analysis, the sun vector _s' which is directed from

earth to the sun, is assumed to be along the Autumnal Equinox in

both of these cases. Thus the orbital parameters become

Case I:

Case II:

_8 = _'n

@i = 900

= o°

_S = Yn

@i = 900

= 90°
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The face of the solar array is assumed to be maintained normml

to the sun vector, or

By i_osing the above requirement, the control law for the solar ar-

ray become s

Case I:

Case II:

@ = u+ 90 °
P

Sp = 0°

@ = 00
P

tp = -9o°

Cw.5)

It is evident that the solar array rotates at orbit rate frequency

when the sun is in the orbit plane. When the sun is normal to the

orbit plane, the solar array is fized relative to the main body of

the satellite. Note that paddle angle in Case II is arbitrary.

D. DISTURBANCE TORQUE EVAI_TION

I. General Considerations

In this study the disturbance torques Td are evaluated as a sum

of trigonmetric functions and can be expressed as

_ Akx cos _k t + _ Bkx sin _J

k k

% COS _t +_ % sin a_kt

k k

_AkZk c°s_t +ZBkZk sin_,]

(w.6)
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where a_ = k-th frequency,

t = time

and Aki 3 Bki (i = x3 Y3 z) represent components of the disturbance

torques. Because of the listed assumptions, there are but two time

varying parameters in the system: the orbit angle _ and an earth

angle _. For the purposes of this study, the orbit angle and earth

angle are related to the orbit rate of the satellite (_o) and the

spin rate of the earth (_e) as

= _t
O

= ot
e

The significant frequencies _k for the disturbances considered are

Solar pressure: _k = 03 _o 3 2_o' _o

Thermal bending: _ _ O, _O3 _O 3 3_0

_gnetics: _ = 03 _o' _o + _' _o 3 _o + _'

+

Misalignment: _ = 0

Eccentricity: _ = _o

Terms above 3_o are neglected since the system frequency response to

disturbance torques is well attenuated at these frequencies (See

Appendix IV).

Z. Method of Approach

Because of the complex nature of the satellite, some of the dis-

turbance torques were evaluated on a TRg Generalized Disturbance
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Program (ACOI9). The basic disturbance equations in this program were

derived in Reference VI-1. In particular, the ACOIR program was used

to calculate torques due to solar radiation pressure and thermal boom

bending. Torques due to solar pressure on a rotating solar array,

magnetic torques, and torques due to control axes misalignment and

eccentricity effects are analytically derived in the following

sections.

Before proceeding to the analysis, let us digress to consider

the effects of eclipse. According to assumption (1), the torques

which are affected by the sun are nulled when the satellite is in

eclipse. Thus the resulting expression of the disturbance torques

will be modified.

Since most of the disturbances occur at d-c and at orbital

harmonics, the i-th component of the torques in Equation (VI.6) can

be expressed as

3 3

Tdi = Aoi +Z Ani cos r_ +Z Bni sin ns (VI.7)

n=l n=l

where i = x, y, z. (In this equation c0e is approximated by zero. )

The effect of eclipse on the disturbance torque is to modify Equa-

tion (VI.7) by a factor W(G) to yield

= (W.8)

where

1 3

0 ,

l,

0---_< K - @
e

_-@ gs<_+@
e e

_+9 <o_ 2_
e
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and @eis the eclipse half-cone angle. By expanding Equation (VI.8)

in a Fourier series about the orbital harmonics, the modified torque

component Tdi can be expressed as

S 3

" Z ZTdi = Doi + Dni cos _ + Eni sin r_ (VI.9)

n--i n=l

where

D0i = + (Si_@------_el [sin2Qe_ + /sin3@e_

Dli = - -- Aoi + i

sin2@ e.

_-_ ) All

1 <sin@ + sin3@eh 1 1 sin@e_ sin4@e )+ _ e 3 '] AZi- _ (2 A3i

D21 = _si_2@e> i <sin@e i sin3@e)• _ , Aoi + _ + _ All

(i @ sin4@e_-_> 1 (sin@e 1 sinS@e_+ e A2 i + _ + _ A3 i

[2sin3@e_ i (1 sin2@ i sin4@e)D3i = _" _ ] Aoi - _ e + _ Ali

+_ _ sinS@ e Azi + I
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Eli <I 9e sin29e" 1 (sin@e: - _-- + _-_ ) Bli +_ i sin3@e )" _ B2i

i (1 sin2@ i sin4@e j- _ e - _ B3i

i (sin@e 1 sin3@eJ + (i @e sin4_e"E2i = _ - 3 Bli - _- + V) B2i

i (sin@ i+ _ e - _ sinS@e) B3i

i (½ sin2@E3i - _ e i sin4@e) i (sin@e i sinS@eJ- _ Bli +_ - _ B2i

+ (i - @e sin6@e"_- + "V_ B3i

Equations (VI.9) are used in the subsequent derivations of the dis-

turbance torque to account for the presence of eclipse.

3. Solar Radiation Pressure Torques

Torques due to solar radiation pressures were obtained from the

ACO19 program based on the following body shapes on the satellite:

Control box - cylinder

Sensory ring - cylinder

Solar panel - flat plate

Boom - long cylinder

Tip mass - cylinder
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The resulting componentsof the solar radiation torque are listed in

Table VI-2. It is evident that when the sun is in the orbit plane,

the solar pressure on the satellite produces a torque about the pitch

control axis. Whenthe sun is normal to the orbit plane_ the satel-
lite suffers a constant torque about the roll axis.

Frequency

%

Case I:

0

(o
O

O

Case II:

0

CB
O

2_
O

Solar R_liation Pressure Torques(xlO'6ft-lb)

Pitch YawRoll

• L

0

0

0

0

8.5

0

0

0

- .ii

0 .12

0 - .i0

0 - .22

- 0

O O

0 0

0 0

-6.3

-.38

2.3

m

0

O

0

Akz _z

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table VI-2. Summary of Solar Pressure Torques

In Case I, the A0019 program does not account for the rotating

solar array. Thus the torques resulting from solar radiation pres-

sure on the rotating array are now derived. Based upon the momentum

model presented in Reference VI-2, the solar force Fs oninterchange

each solar panel is:
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where V
S

A
P

_p

Transforming
S

= Solar radiation pressure constant (9.4 x 10-8 lb/ft 2)

= Area of each solar panel

= Reflectivity coefficient.

to the principal coordinate set, we obtain

_s : -VsAp(1÷_p)[Cgp_- Sgp_] (W.ll)

Let ri be a vector from the satellite's cm to the center of pressure

of panel i (i = l, 2), or

(w.12)

where the distances Lyi and Lzi are found in Figure VI-2 (LyI = Ly2,

Lzl = Lz2 ). Thus the solar pressure torque Ts is simply expressed as

2

±=l

Substituting the relation of Equations (VI.11) and (VI.12) into

(vl.13)yields

s 1 (VI.l_)

By accounting for the paddle control law and the eclipse effects, the

torque components Equation (VI.14) can be expressed as follows:
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Tsx = Tsz = 0

- 2V s % (i + Up) Lzl [ <i -_--- +'-'_)So_@e S2@e"

 <S 0e+_ (sQe - s2= - _ - y

The above torques were combined with the results of the ACOI9 program

in Table VI-2.

4. Thermal Boom Bending Torques

To evaluate torques due to thermal boom bending, both in-plane

and out-of-plane bending were considered. According to Reference VI-3,

the deflection of a DeHavilland boom is proportional to an in-plane

bending coefficient K which can be expressed as

(_s Js e d b

K = 8k_

where J = Solar constant (442 BTU/hr-ft 2)
s

e = Thermal expansion coefficient

= Absorptivity
s

k = Thermal conductivity

= Nominal boom diameter

= Boom thickness

In this study, the out-of-plaue bending coefficient K is assumed as

K = .SK
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For a DeHavilland boommadeof beryllium copper material, the above
parameters are

e -- 1.O4 x IO-5/°F

c_ = .37
S

k = 44 B_J/hr-ft OF

By assuming a boom diameter of .5 inch and a boom thickness of

.002 inch, the bending coefficients become

K = 1.21 x I0 -3 ft -I

K = .6 x 10 -3 ft -I

_he resulting torques due to boom bending were obtained from the

ACOI9 program and are presented in Table VI-3. Note that thermal

boom bending produces significant orbital frequency torques about

the pitch axis when the sun is in the orbit plane. When the sun is

normal to the orbit plane, a large constant roll torque results from

the boom bending effects.

5. M_gnetic Torques

In general, the torque
m

satellite can be expressed as

due to the mgnetic moments on the

- B x (wa6)

whe re

= Magnetic moment vector,

= Magnetic field vector of the earth.
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"Thermal Boom Bending Torque (/].0"6 ft-lb)

Case I:

0

0

2m
0

Case II:

0

(D
0

0

Roll
± ,, ,,

Akx

-.53

-1.3

-.35

1.1

-78.7

o

0

o

Pitch

- -.33

•05 -.80

0 -.58

-.06 0

- 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

m

-67.5

-21.8

15.3

0

0

0

Yaw
, ,

O .

0 0

0 0

0 0

-P_.6

0 0

0 0

0 0

Table VI-3. Stmmmry of _l_ermal Boom Bending Torques

In Reference VI-4, expressions of B were derived based on a

simple dipole model of the earth's magnetic field. These results

when transformed into the (Xr, yrl zr) frame are:

M

Bx r = . --3e {_ eos¢° sin@i toss + 21 [(l+cos@i) eos(a-_)
r
o

- (1-COS@i) COS(_+g)] sln¢o}

M

Byr = _ {- cos¢O cos@ i - sin¢osin@ i COS_} (VI.17)
r
o

Bzr =

M

{20os¢ 0 sin@ i sinC_ - [(l+cos@i) sin(S-p)
r 3

0 - (1-COS@i) sin((_+_)] sin¢o}
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whe re

M
e

r
o

£
o

= Magnetic dipole moment of earth (2.845 x 1021 gauss-ft 3)

= Radius of orbit (4190 n. mile)

= Angle between geographic and geomagnetic north pole

(_ 11°)

: % + 20° - B, (_ : %)

The total magnetic moment of the satellite is the result of

magnetic moments on the main body ) and the solar array ). On

the satellite's main body the magnetic moment is assumed to contain

a constant residual component and an orbit rate varying component

due to internal rotating devices (e.g., tape recorders). Thus the

of the magnetic moment _ can be written ascomponents
I

Mxl = Mxo + Mxt sin (_ + _x )

%1 : 5o sin +

Mzl = MZO + Mzt sin (a + _z )

(v1.18)

whe re

Mio = Constant magnetic moment components of the satellite

(i = x, y, z)

Mit = Magnetic moment components of the rotating devices

_i = Phase angle of the rotating magnetic moment components.

The magnetic moments of the solar array are assumed to result

from the sun energizing the solar cells and producing a constant

current distribution on the solar panels. Thus when the solar array

is exposed to the sun, the magnetic moment I% can be expressed in

paddle coordinates (Xh, Yh' Zh) as
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During eclipse, it is assumed that magnetic moments on the solar array

are zero, or M = 8.
P

By tremsforming Mp into principal coordinates (x, y, z) and

combining the results with Equation (VI.18), the following co_onents

of the total magnetic moment M are obtained:

M = M
X XO +MxtS(CZ+_x)+ MxpC,p%

+MztS(a+ _z)-MxpC_pS@pM = M
Z ZO

is obtained by substituting Equa-_he magnetic torque

tions (VI.17) and (VI.19) into (VI.16) and by performing the cross

product operation. By accounting for the paddle angle relation of

Equation (VI.5), the re_ulting expression of the magnetic torque

becomes

(vi.2o)

whe re
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Case I :

T
mx

Me/ro 3

{5o+_t s(_)} • {_c_os_ _ c(_+0o_)s(_-_)

•{C o

%/ro3
= {Mzo + MZ t S((_+_Z) - Mxp CU}- {C_ o 89 i O_

__i[(l+cgl)c((_-_)- (i-c9±)c((_÷_)]SCo}2

_ {Mxo + Mxt S(G+_x ) - Mxp Sa}

• {2c_° s% s_ - [(i÷c9i)s(_-_)- (i-c5)s(_÷_)]S_o}

T
mz

%/=o 3
_- _ {Mxo Mxt 8(a+_x ) - Mxp SU}- {C¢ o C9± + S¢o

-{Myo + My t S(C_+_y)}" {Co o S@i OS

_ ! [(i+_i)o.(_.,,)- (i-c9_)c((_+_)]s_o}
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Case II:

--{_ +_ ._(_,_ {2°,o-I

- [i,,_i)s(o_-_,)- (i-o%)s(o_+_,)]s%}

"/roS

i [(I+o_I)c(oc-_)- (i-c_i) c(o_+_,)]s%}

- s% [(1+cei) s(s-_,)- (1-cei) s(_+_,)]}

M,,/_os o

1
-_ [(,+c9 l) c(a-,.,) - (z-ce±) c(o_-_)] s_o}
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In evaluating the magnetic torques, it was noted that the

torque components are functions of two time varying parameters,

s and _. Thus Equation (VI.20) was expanded about _ and _ to express

the magnetic torques in the desired form of Equation (VI.6). In

the expansion process, torque terms affected by the magnetic moment

on the solar array were modified by the coefficients in Equa-

tion (VI.9) to account for the hulling effects during eclipse.

The resulting expressions of the magnetic torque were then evalu-

ated for the parameters listed in _able VI-I.

Tables VI-4 and VI-5 summarize the results of the evaluation

for the two cases considered. It is evident that large magnetic

torques at zero frequency and orbital harmonics are present about

the pitch axis. Torques about the roll and yaw axes are especially

pronounced at orbital frequency. The differences in the magnetic

torques between the two cases are mainly due to the magnetic moment

of the solar array and its orientation relative to the satellite.
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Frequency

%

O

U)
e

%-%

0

a%-%
_m

0

Magnetic Torques CxlO "6 ft-lb)

Roll Pitch Yaw

3.1 -- 16.7 -- 1.6 --

-Z.? -.6Z 0 0 -Z.7 .30

-.5z -Z.? Z.5 Z.7 .86 Z.9

0 17.6 -11.3 -17.6 8.8 0

-.5z z.? -z.5 -Z.? -.86 z.9

o o .22 o 0 0

-.z9 .3o Z.65 o -.z5 .57

-3.1 -3.Z -z7.2 o Z.6 -Z.6

-.8o -.3o -z.65 0 .z5 .25

0 0 -.gg 0 0 0

•17 0 .26 0 0 -. 35

0 0 -_.8 0 0 0

.17 0 -.26 0 0 -.35

Table VI-4. S_ry of Magnetic Torque (C_se I: Sun in

Orbit Plane)
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Frequency

e

cA) -
o e

o

co +oJ
o e

_.o -2Ao
0 e

-o0
o e

o

+co
o e

_gnetic Torques (xlO "6 ft-lb)

Roll

3.1 --

1.7 .61

•30 3.7

0 -35.4

•30 -3.1

0 0

•30 -.30

-3.1 3.1

-.30 .30

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

Pitch Yaw

4.6 -- -i .6 - -

o .30 -i.7 .30

-.86 1.7 -1.4 0

8.8 -17.7 17.7 o

.86 -i.7 2.0 .3o

•15 - .46 o o

o o .15 .15

-1.6 4.6 -1.6 -1.6

o o -.15 -.15

-.15 .46 o o

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

Table VI-5. Sunmmry of M_gmetic Torques (Case II: Sun

Normal to Orbit Plane)
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6. Misalignment Torques

Nominally the control axes are aligned with the principal axes

of inertia of the satellite with the solar array removed. In this

way, the inertia matrix of the satellite contains no products of

inertias other than those due to the rotating solar array. How-

ever_ if there are misalignments of the control axes from the

principal axes, as represented in Equation (VI.2), the inertia

matrix Jl about the control axes becomes

= -,g @g
9g #g ,jzxl [_ g

(vI.zl)

where

Jill = Moment of inertia about the i-th principal axis

(i = x, y, z)

JiJl = Products of inertia of the solar array (i _ J,

i = x, y, z)

and the prime denotes the matrix transpose operation. Neglecting

small inertia contributions from the solar array, the products of

inertia of J1 are

Jx_ = Jyx -- "tg(Jxx1-Jnl)

Jxz : Jzx --- _g(Jzzl- Jx_) (n.zz)

Jyz --Jzy = " _g(_i - Jzzl)
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The small angle equations of motion for SAGS indicate that

inertia products add a constant gravity torque on the satellite.

Reproduced from the SAGS First Quarterly Report (Reference 1), the

gravity torque T is written
g

@g -- - Jx_ (_.23)

Substituting Equations (VI.22) into (VI._.3) yields

F-4¢g(J_1 " Jzzl)-_

L
Thus the roll, pitch, and yaw components of T are proportional to

g

the small offset angles Cg, @g, and _g, respectively.

In evaluating the gravity torques, it is assumed that prior to

boom extension there is a 2 degree misalignment in the roll and

pitch control axes and a 5 degree misalignment in the yaw axis and

that the boom is extended along the yaw control axis. Thus for the

inertias listed in Table VI-I, the magnitudes of T are evaluated
g

and presented in Table VI-6. Note that the control axis mlsalign-

ments result in a relatively large torque about the roll axis.
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Frequency

%

Case I: 0

Case II: 0

Misalignment Torque (xlO"6 ft-lb)

Roll Pitch Yaw

.9

0

Table VI-6. Summary of Torques Due to Control

Axes/Prlncipal Axes Misalignment

7. Eccentricity Torque s

An earth-oriented satellite in a non-circular orbit has a

non-uniform nominal angular velocity. As a result, a tlme-varying

torque is induced on the satellite. In this case the magnitude of

the gravity gradient torques is also affected by altitude varia-

tions. However, for slightly elliptic orbits, the torque due to the

latter effect is much less significant than torques due to varia-

tions in the orbit rate.

For small eccentricities, Reference VI-5 has shown that the

time varying orbit rate _ can be approximated as
P

where

(D =- G_
p o I1+

= Orbital eccentricity

kp = Angle from ascending node to perigee.

By substituting _ for _o in the derivation of the equations ofP
motion for SAGS, the eccentricity torque T can be determined to be

e
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where

%zJ

%x - 2_%2 _1 s(o_-½)+ 16_%2Jyzl c(_-_p)

Tey -2_ _ 2 j S(_-kp) - 12_ m 2o _l o J_1 c(_-½)

(w.25)

To obtain a conservative measure of the eccentricity torque,

products of inertia resulting from control axes/principal axes

misalignment are assumed. Table VI-7 lists the resulting magnitudes

t which were based on an orbital eccentricity of 1 percent andof

the misalignment offsets assumed in the preceding section (_ =@ =2°;

,g=5 °). It is evident that eccentricity effects are greatestB_about

the pitch axis because of the relatively large value of the pitch

inertia, J .
yyl

Eccentricity Torque (xlO -6 ft-lb)

Frequency Roll

Case I:
o

Case II: _

.O2

0

Pitch

% %

•33 25.7

•3o 26.o

.o_ .09

0 .05

Table VI-7. Summary of Torques Due to Orbital Eccentricity

(½ _ o)
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Jiil

JiJl

_g,gg,_g

Principal moment of inertia of the satellite about the

i-th axis (i = x, y, z)

Product of inertia of the satellite (i _ J; i,J = x, y, z)

Roll, pitch and yaw attitude error angles

Roll, pitch and yaw control axes/principal axes

misalignment angles

Angle measured from autumnal equinox to line of ascending

nodes

Orbit angle measured from line of nodes to satellite

position

k
P

@i

@
e

£o

Angle from line of nodes to perigee

Orbital inclination

Eclipse half-cone angle

Angle between geographic and geomagnetic north pole

of dipole model

£ Orbital eccentricity

_D
O

(D
e

Satellite orbit rate

Earth's spin rate
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M
e

r
o

is

t

Magnetic dipole moment of earth

Radius of orbit

Sun vector directed from earth to sun

Time

V
S

Mio

Solar pressure constant

Constant magnetic moment components of satellite

(i = x, y, z)

Mit Orbital frequency components of magnetic moments

(i = x, y_ z)

M
xp

Magnetic moment of solar array

Phase angle for magnetic moments of rotating devices

(i = x, y, z)

r
c

r
r

rt

C

r

6t

Radius of control box

Radius of sensory ring

Radius of tip mass

Length of control box

Length of sensory ring

Length of tip mass
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A
P

%

vb

C

r

_t

P

M
C

m

g

K

Area of single solar panel

Boom length

Boom diameter

Boom thickness

Reflectivity constant of boom

Reflectivity constant of control box

Reflectivity constant of sensory ring

Reflectivity constant of tip mass

Reflectivity constant of solar panel

Mass of control box

Mass of sensory ring

Tip mass

Mass of single solar panel

Mass of glmballed reaction wheel

In-plane thermal _en_ir_ coefficient of boom

Out-of-plane thermal _en_i_ coefficient of

Disturbance torque
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_p

@
P

Hinge angle of solar array

Paddle angle of solar array
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APPENDIX VII

IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

This appendix describes the implementation feasibility study

of the Semi-Active Gravity Gradient System (SAGS). These investi-

gations have evolved a detailed preliminary design of a control

mechanism utilizing the SAGS concept. The resulting controller

provides semi-active roll/yaw and active pitch attitude control.

Roll/yaw control is achieved by operating the pitch reaction wheel

with a momentum bias and by gimballing the wheel and coupling it to

the vehicle through an energy removal mechanism which provides roll

and yaw damping. Active pitch control is accomplished by controlling

the wheel speed about its bias level. A conical-scan horizon

sensor provides pitch attitude information.

The SAGS controller assembly physically combines the reaction

wheel, the horizon sensor and an energy removal mechanism (damper)

into a single mechanical unit which is gimballed via a torsional

flexure suspension (Figure VII-l). The development of a single

mechanical unit performing all of these functions has, of course_

required a great deal of attention to functional interface problems;

for example, mounting the scanner optics in the reaction wheel motor

imposes definite constraints upon the motor configuration and where

in the spacecraft this assembly can be located. These interactions

are emphasized in the following discussion.
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Figure VII-i Conceptual View of SAGS Controller
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The baseline configuration developed during this study is unique

in that a portion of the optical system is mounted in the gimballed

wheel assembly while the remainder (e.g., the bolometer flake) is

affixed to the stationary case of the assembly; this approach per-

mits optical (rather than electrical) transmission of the unprocessed
@

error information through the glmbal system. The wheel assembly

itself is suspended from the stationary outer case via a pair of

torsion wires which also serve as transmission paths for motor power.

An appropriate passive caging mechanism is provided to protect the

wheel assembly and its suspension during periods of abnormal excita-

tion. Damping is afforded in the baseline design by the mechanism of

magnetic hysteresis; an alternate (heavier) eddy current damper is

also described. Figure VII-1 is a conceptual view of the control

mechanism.

B. DESIGN SUMMARY

The controller design study presented herein was undertaken to

establish mechanization feasibility and estimates of power consump-

tion and system weight. Detailed optimization of the various mechan-

ical components was not attempted. Furthermore, details such as

circuit design were not considered inasmuch as the implementation

feasibility is related primarily to the mechanical components.

The following design objectives were established:

- The controller was to physically combine the reaction

wheel, the horizon sensor and the energy removal

Ix
mechanism iaamper) into a single mechanical unit.

* A more conventional design, with the bolometer mounted in the

gimballed wheel assembly, is also presented.
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The reaction wheel w_s to operate at nominal speed of

1500 rpm. The reaction wheel was to have a controllable

speed range of + 900 rpm about the nominal speed.

Furthermore, the reaction wheel motor acceleration or

deceleration torques were to be approximately constant

over the i000 to 2000 rpm speed range.

The horizon scanner was to be designed so as to produce

reasonable levels of power input to its bolometer flake

and an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio.

The gimballed suspension was to be designed to provide a

proportional spring restraint torque. A caging mechanism

was required to protect the gimballed equipment.

The design of the controller was required to permit

sizable gimbal excursions (e.g., 30o).

Based upon the analytic and simulator studies presented in this

report, the following parameter value• were established as baseline

design goals :

• Wheel bias momentum: 3.0 ft-lb-sec

• Motor torque: 9.0 in-oz

• Torsional spring constant: 10 -4 to 10 -3 ft-lb/rad

@

• Proportional damper coefficient: 1.9 ft-lb per rad/sec

• Gimbal freedom: + 40 deg
m

_2nis applies to the eddy current damper only. Hysteresis damper
characteristics (e.g., the shape of the torque/position curve) were

not established during this study. However• this lack of information

had little effect upon implementation studies since the size and

weight of the hysteresis damper do not depend significantly upon the
desired nerforaance characteristicB.
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All these objectives were fulfilled by the designs indicated

in Figures VII-2 and VII-]. These configurations differ primarily

in the earth horizon sensor configuration and the damping mechanism

(hysteresis in Figure VII-2 and eddy current in Figure VII-3). The

horizon sensing systems differ in the location of the infrared

sensing element; the design of Figure VII-2 attaches the earth energy

sensing element (condenser tube and bolometer flake) to the main

housing while that of Figure VII-3 features an immersedbolometer

mounted in the gimballed wheel assembly. These particular configura-

tions resulted from detailed consideration of the incoming radiance

energy and the desire to eliminate any mechanical restraint which

might occur with cabling through the suspension.

The leads which might otherwise be required to transmit power

to the motor have been eliminated by utilizing the torsion wires

in this capacity. This approach compromises the flexure design

somewhat in terms of the strain energy margin and the spring constant.

Both configurations use a beryllium-copper flexure which produces

suitable small spring constants and an acceptably large strain

fatigue margin, while providing adequate power transmission charac-

teristics. In addition to the gimbal stops, ring snubbers are

provided to limit vibrational excitation of the torsion wires

during boost.

The salient characteristics of the control assembly are summarized

in the following table. Detailed design considerations are pre-

sented in the following sections of this appendix.
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WINDOW

PRISM

OBJECTIVE

PITCH

FLYWHEEL

GIMBAL ROTOR

MAIN

CAPACITOR

FLEXURE MANDREL

FLEXURE

, END MANDREL

AIRCORE TRANSFORMER

DAMPER DISK

CAGING SYSTEM AND

• EXCURSION LIMITS

GIMBAL AND MOTOR

' HOUSING

• MAGNETIC PICKOFF

-PBE LOAD TUBE

• PRELOAD MECHANISM

CONDENSER TUBE AND
r SUPPORT

ACITVE BOLOMETER FLAKE

PREAMPLIFIER PEAKING

"AND POST AMPLIFIER

BACKING

HOUSING

1 in.

Figure VII-2 Controller Design with Hysteresis Damper
and Case-Mounted Bolometer
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,END FLEXURE

CIRCUIT MODULES GfMBAL ROTOR

FLEXURE

FLEXURE MANDREL
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Performance Characteristic Value

Power Consumption

Motor Power:

Maximum

Nominal

Control Circuitry:

Maximum

Nominal

Controller Dimensions

Controller Weight

Eddy Current Mechanical Configura-

tion (Total)

Hysteresis Mechanical Configura-

tion (Total)

Housing (including window)

Electronics

Reaction Wheel Characteristics

Nominal Torque

Nominal Mementum

Controllable Speed Range

Horizon Scanner Characteristics

Bolometer input power:

Immersed Bolometer

Condenser tube and flake

Gimbal Characteristics

Moments of Inertia

I
X

I
Y

I
Z

32 watts

watts

14 watts

9 watts

13" x i0" x i0"

28.9 Ibs

22.5 ibs

8 ibs

4 ibs

5.5 in-oz

3 ft-lb-sec

1900 + 500 rpm

9.4 x 10 -6 watts

9.0_ x 10 -6 watts

•0269 slug-ft 2

•Oh3 slug-ft 2

•027 slug-ft 2

Table VII-I Summary of Controller Performance

Characteristics
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C. MOTOR/REACTION WHEEL DESIGN

The motor assembly employed in this design is an inside-out,

two-phase (400_), induction machine, with the squirrel cage rotor

assembled as oart of the rotating inertia wheel. Single-phase s

on-off power is provided (via the torsion wire suspension) as

demanded by the control electronics, with the necessary phase-

shifting orovided by two capacitors_ one in series and the other

sh,nt_ng the winding; the minimum voltage-pulse duration is 50

milliseconds. A channel (with the axis of wheel rotation as its

centerline) is provided throughthe motor/wheel assembly; elements

of the horizon sensing system are mounted in this space.

The reaction wheel is constructed almost entirely of aluminum

alloy materials. The two thin section ultra-precision radial

bearings are of symmetrical deep groove design with one integral

shield facing outwards towards the sides of the assembly. Alternate

balls are slightly undersized and serve as idler type spacers for

the load carrying balls. Such a design tends to reduce the internal

sliding friction. Tne bearing friction is estimated at 0.5 oz-in.

Each bearing is rated at 680 lb load capacity and a life of over 5

years at the expected speeds. The bearing size was dictated by the

horizon scanner dimensions. For other horizon scanner assembly

configurations (for examole as indicated in Figure VII-3) smaller

diameter bearings can be selected. Axial preload of the bearings

is accomolished as shown in Figure VII-2 to prevent vibration impacts.

Bearings are normally oil lubricated, with lubricant retention

within the bearing promoted by a porous Nylasint oil reservoir

*This use of aluminum alloy (rather than stainless steel) in the

rotor of the wheel does not represent an optimum design. The aluminum

alloy rotor in the present design is explained in the footnote of

page _3 (Volume I).
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(which tends to equalize the oil vapor partial pressure within the

assembly). _e _heel itself is so desired that _hen in a severe

vibration environment it deflects sufficiently to gap the existing

clearance space between the outer wheel surface and the

structure, thus limitiDg the load transmission to the shaft and

bearings. _me stationary parts are as light as they can be made

_hile retaining the ability to support the wheel and the stator

assembly with good design margin. _hey also provide a heat sink

surface to remove heat from the unit by radiation to the controller

housing.

Table VII-2 susnarizes the performance characteristics of the

motor assembly shown in Figures VII-2 and VII-3.

Motor Characteristic

Torque level:

• Acceleration torque at i000

• Acceleration torque at 2000

• Deceleration torque at i000 rpm

• Deceleration torque at 2000

Power Consumution:

• Poser required for continuous accel-

eration (i000 to 2000 r_n)

• Power required for continuous decel-

eration (2000 to i000 rpm)

• Average power required to maintain

bias speed (1500 rpm)

Wheel momentum at 1500 r_a

Friction and windage at 1500 rl_

Synchronous speed

Weight (includi_ wheel-mounted optical

Table VII-2

Value

6 in-oz

4.9 in-oz

6 in-oz

6 in--oz

28 watts

32 watts

9 watts

3 ft-lb-eec

1 in-oz

29OO r_

Reactionkheel Motor Characteristics
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D. SUSPENSION SYSTEM AND HOUSING DESIGN

The controller housing shown in Figures VII-2 and VII-3 is a

two-piece aluminum webbed structure, the interior of which is filled

with helium to a pressure of 0.15 atmosphere. _e necessary scanner

field of view is afforded by a large (6" x 8") germanium window; an

"0" ring seal insures pressure maintenance. The housing as designed

weighs 8 lbs (including the window). A reduction of approximately

3 lbs can be achieved by using magnesium, but at the expense of

fabrication simplicity.

The suspension system serves to support the gimballed wheel

assembly in the housing and, further, to provide the required

torsional spring restraint and the necessary transmission paths

for motor oower. This assembly must also protect itself (and the

suspended wheel assembly) from damage during periods of abnormal

excitation (e.g., boost), and must be compatible with the damping

mechanism. These design requirements have been met by evolving a

suspension system consisting of a gimbal caging mechanism and

torsion wire flexures.

1. Caging Mechanism

The controller has two caging mechanisms symmmtrically located

on each side of the gimbal. Each mechanism (Figure VII-4) consists

of rotational and axial stops, one stationary support member, a

rotor, a wave spring, a set of finger springs, and a bearing.

The combined rotational and axial stops are attached to the

gimbal. The rotation of the gimbal is limited (to + 35 °) by the
M
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protruding arc sectors when in contact with the end of the radial

recess in the stationary support member. A surface protected with

anodized aluminum is provided to absorb the shocks associated with

limiting.

The axial translation induced by shock and vibration is checked

by both the finger springs and the flat portion of the rotational

stop. The axial clearances between the finger springs and the rotor

(.007") and between the stationary memberand the rotational stop

(.015") and are such that the spring action will occur prior to the

hard stop.

Lateral displacements are limited by the relatively wide but

thin wave spring. Here again the shock and vibrational e_ergies

will be partially dissipated by the contact friction occurring

between the inner lobes of the wave spring and the glmbal shaft

(with which it is always in contact), and between the outer lobes

and the inner bearing race. The approximate clearance between the

bearing and the lobes of the spring is .020". This, as well as the

axial clearances, was chosen to allow normal operation of the system
whenits transverse (pitch and yaw) rotations do not exceed 0.25

degrees of arc. This angular displacement is approximately twice

the transverse rotations expected under normal operating conditions.
It is well to note that the choice of clearances greatly influences

the design of the flexures.

During in-orbit operation the bearing has no effect upon the

performance of the controller. However, during ground handling and

boost the bearing action is desirable.
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For ease of assembly the rotor maybe detached from the gimbal

shaft (Figure VII-2). Notice that the rotor orovides support for

the damoerdisc, the flexure mandrel, the electrical oower connector
and the air-core transformer.

2. Wire Flexure Mechanism

The wire flexure mechanism is shown on Figure VII-4. It con-

sists of two identical torsion wires 3 inches in length with a

diameter of 0.013 in. The wire mater_al chosen is 3/4 HT highly

heated treated beryllium-copper alloy. This choice of material

represents a compromise between the desirability of high stress

capabilities and low electrical resistivity, inasmuch as the

flexures transmit power to the gimballed motor. The proposed

method of attachment for each flexure is to wrap the wire around

a mandrel and fix it to a retaining screw. This method of attach-

ment allows utilization of approximately 80%_ of the yield stress

for the purposes of the preload if so desired. End flexures (canti-

lever springs) provide for attachment of the outboard ends of each

torsion wire and the means to apply preload to the wire. _ne end

flexures must be fairly pliant to assure that as the wheel assembly

is displaced during handling, or as the wire length changes due to

the thermal cycling, the load on the torsion wire remains relatively

constant.

The significant characteristic of the flexure wire suspension

is its lateral stiffness. Its importance lies in the effects it

has on the weight and/or performance of the damping mechanism (see

Section E) and the caging mechanism design. For these reasons this
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particular design is intended to achieve highest possible trans-

verse stiffness without impairing the reasonable stress margin

allowance from the viewpoint of wire fatigue.

a. Flexure Anal_sis

The choice of the physical characteristics of the torsional

spring flexure is based on the analytical evaluation summarized in

Table VIII-3. It appears that the dominant design constraint is

the requirement to transmit power to the reaction wheel. The

first choice for the spring material was that of the highly heat-

treated 302 alloy steel. This steel is characterized by high

ultimate strength and the high stress value of its elastic limit

(280,000 psi). Stress evaluation produced a fatigue stress margin

allowance of approximately 2.6 when not confronted with electrical

power transmission. However, a simple thermal analysis indicated

this flexure's inability to carry current. Its surface temperature

could not be exactly determined because of the large variation of

resistivity with temperature but was approximated to within a region

of 130 to 190°F rise.

The beryllium-copper flexure exhibits a fatigue margin of

approximately 1.92, somewhat less than that of the steel alloy.

However3 for the problem at hand, the beryllium alloy is far superior

to the previous choice inasmuch as it can satisfy all of the imposed

constraints. The indicated thermal analysis assumes no heat transfer

from the wire by conduction or convection. This may not be a com-

pletely valid assumption and one may imply slight conservatism of

the results.
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Of interest is the relation of the flexure spring constant and

its temperature rise due to current flow. It appears that the flexure

spring constant is roughly inversely proportional to the temperature

(ATw) rise. Therefore, a design giving an order of magnitude de-
crease in the torsional spring constant would result in a wire

temperature rise of 130°F. For this reason the maximumspring con-

stant specified in the performance analyses has been chosen here.

b. Alternate Approaches

In view of the stringent suspension requirements, electro-

magnetic and magnetic suspensions systems were not considered.

Investigated, however, were various types of mechanical flexures.

In particular, blade type flexures and a TRW-designed compensating

flexure were evaluated. A su_ of this work is given in Table

VII-4 in terms of a comparison between blade and wire flexures.

E. DAMPER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Three types of damping systems were considered: a magnetic

hysteresis, an eddy current, and (very briefly) a simple viscous

fluid damper.

The magnetic hysteresis damper consists of two pairs of per-

manent magnet assemblies and a magnetic vane (Figure VII-2). Each

such assembly is symmetrically located on two sides of the gimbal

axis. A determination of the performance of the SAGS control sys-

tem with a hysteresis damper was not completed during this study.
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Item Wire

Overall Simplicity Very simple

Fabrication No special
processes

Simple

Blade

Relatively complex

Protection of blade
during assembly and
special machine process
es are required.

Spring constant Difficult
adjustment

Environmental Good Good
capabilities ,,

Electrical trans- Simple Complex
mission

Caging protection Can be protected

Depends on pre-

load; is generally

less than blade

stiffness

Large displace-

ments are achiev-

able

Translational

stiffness

Angular displacement

Difficult to protect

against tension load

Good for small rota-

tions

Normally limited to

small displacements

Table VII-4 Wire and Blade Comparison

Therefore_ the hysteresis damping system was sized by determining

the damper torque level required to remove the same amount of energy

per gimbal oscillation cycle as removed by a proportional damper

with a damping coefficient of 1._ ft-lb per rad/sec; a sinusoidal

oscillation of + 5° at orbital frequency was assumed. This resulted

in a hysteresis damper torque requirement of approximately
-)i

lO _ ft-lb. The damper consists of ALNICO VITI magnets with an

outer pole piece and an inner pole piece both made of Armico iron.
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The vane consists of a sector of an annulus with an outer radius

of 3.65 inches and an inner radius of 3.45 inches and a thickness

of 3 x lO-3 inches. The vane material is 3-5_ chrome steel. The

vane is supported by an aluminum (or any other non-magnetic material)

structure concentric with the axis of the glmbal. The magnet

assemblies straddle the vane with a .060 inch spacing between the

magnetsand the vane. The production of the required damping torque
occurs as a result of local magnetization polarity changes from

north to south and back to north in the vane element as it moves

relative to the magnets. A conceptual configuration of the hysteresis

damper is shownon Figure VII-5. The weight of the actual damper

componentsis negligible. However3the extremely small dimensions

of the vane require reasonable structural support. The weight of

the supporting structure is approximately 1.2 lbs.

An alternate damping mechanismis employed in the controller

design of Figure VII-3. Twoidentical eddy current damperassemblies

are located symmetrically with respect to the gimbal axis. Each

assembly is comprised of two magnetic sources, fabricated from
CAST-ALNICO5-7 (chosen for its very high "BH" product), and a
copper disc or vane. The area of each pole piece is 0.75 inch 2.

The shape of each magnet is that of a circular sector subtending an
angle of 17.5°. The center of each pole piece is located 4.0 inches

from the gimbal axis. The thickness of the disc and the width of

the gap are 0.123 in. and 0.170 in., respectively, with a disc

*The detailed design of the damperwill be affected significantly
not only by the torque level requiredj but by the shape desired for
the hysteresis characteristic (a factor which has not been deter-
mined). Howeverj the weight of the unit will be essentially In-
dependent of these detailed aspects of the design.
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diameter of lO inches. The weight of the damping system (with an

assumed4_%magnetic flux fringing) is 7.4 lbs; with fringing

neglected the weight of the damperbecomes6.3 lbs. At first

glance it would appear that a weight penalty is incurred by the

choice of copper for the vane material; however, the use of copper

results in smaller pole pieces than would be required with, for

example, aluminum. As a matter of fact an aluminum disc would re-

quire a 40_'_increase in the size of the poles for maintenance of

the samelevel of performance.

The shape of the pole piece area has only a slight effect on

the damping constant. This maybe observed by inspection of the

torque expressions given in Table VII-_ for circular sector, rectan-

gular, and circular pole shapes. The advantage of the circular

sector pole piece is that, for a given disc diameter, one can locate

a larger pole area at a longer distance from the center of the disc.

The permissible air gap width is a function of the outer

diameter of the gimballed assembly, the diameter of the conducting

disc and the transverse rotational motion of the gimbal. Note that
the air gap has an important influence upon the length of the per-

manentmagnet pole pieces and thus upon the total weight of the
dampingmechanism. Figure VII-6 shows the relation of the damping

constant and the weight of dampersystem, with the distance from

the gimbal axis to the center of each pole piece fixed at four
inches.

*It should be noted that the primary advantage of the eddy current
damper(indeed, of any proportional velocity-dependent damper) is
the analytic predictability of its performance. SAGSperformance
characteristics with proportional damping have been established in
detail during this study.
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A third damping mechanism considered is that of viscous (fluid)

shear. The envisioned fluid viscous damper is a unit consisting of

a 2.4 in radius disc rotating in a viscous fluid. The fluid is

contained within a cylindrical assembly attached to the housing and

the disc is attached to the gimbal rotor. The necessary clearance

between the shaft and the cylindrical container wall is .02" for a

0.7 inch gimbal rotor diameter. The interior width of the assembly

is essentially ,qua] to the air gap of the eddy current damper

(_ 0.17 in. ). The weight of the unit including the fluid is

approximately 3.0 lbs (for a damping coefficient of 1.5 ft-lb per

rad/sec) so that from the viewpoint of weight the fluid damper is

preferable to the eddy current mechanization. However, the viscous

damper is incompatible with the suspension concept utilized in this

design study owing to the clearances (_ .02") required by lateral

deflections of the gimballed reaction wheel assembly. Even with

labryinth seals excessive leakage will occur. Calculations indicate

that under the best of circumstances the leakage mass rate is approxi-

mately 1 gram in 14.3 days. This means that the damper cavities

would be empty in approximately 1.3 years. Unless a shaft seal can

be adopted this fluid damper must be discarded from consideration

for this application.

An alternate fluid damping configuration might be one in which

the entire gimballed reaction wheel is "floated" in its housing.

However, this concept still requires seals where the horizon sensor

telescope (which is rotating) protrudes from the motor case. Moreover,

the fluid employed in such a device must have good transmission

characteristics in the wavelengths employed by the horizon sensor.

Finally, the weight of the required fluid could be excessive

(e.g., lbs).
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F. HORIZONSENSINGSYSTEMDESIGN

The horizon sensing system employed for both controller designs
utilizes the conical scan configuration. The scan cone angle (_)

chosen is 50 degrees based upon the orbital altitude and the vehicle

configuration chosen (see SAGSFirst Quarterly Report). The instan-
taneous field of view is 14.1° by 3.5°, and the prism angle is 12.8°.

Associated with the sensing system is a bolometer detector which

senses the difference between the radiance of the earth and space.

The indicated attitude error dependsupon where in the scan cycle

the earth radiation pulse (if any) occurs, as indicated by the four

reference pulses generated by the magnetic pickoff. Either "sin@"

or "sin2@" processing is possible with the available information.

Notice that pitch attitude error information is available only when
the scan cone intersects the earth. The present system provides pitch

information for roll errors well in excess of those encountered

during fine control.

The optical prism is directly attached to the rotating reaction
wheel. The bolometer can be either a part of the gimballed wheel

assembly (Figure VII-3) or maybe attached to the stationary portion
of the unit (Figure VII-2). In either case it is desirable for the

bolometer to collect the incoming energy from all parts of the

objective lens even though the latter can be off the optical axis

(e.g., by lO° to 20°) due to gimbal deflections (in the configuration

of Figure VII-2).

Twooptical systems have been developed in this study; both
utilize an optical window, scanning prism, and an objective lens,

all madeof germanium. The configurations differ primarily in the
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location of the sensing element; in one case (Figure VII-2) it is

mountedon the stationary housing, while in the other (Figure VII-3)

it is part of the gimballed wheel assembly. The major design con-

straints are the need for efficient gathering of the incoming

radiant energy and the desire for no torque restraint due to sensor
electrical leads.

1. The Cone Channel Sensing System

A key feature of the configuration of Figure VII-2 is the energ_v

collection cone, which permits "bending" of the optical axis. Such

conical radiation channels have been exploited for some time

(Reference VII-2). The tube used for energy transmission (which

has a rectangular cross-section) may be fabricated from metal stock

or by electro-forming (depending upon the tube dimensions). The

inner surface of the cone is coated with a material possessing a

high degree of reflectivity at the wavelengths of interest. The

principal advantages of such a tube is its simplicity, its non-image

forming characteristic, and the resulting uniform distribution of

energy over the surface of the detector placed at the exit of the

tube. Furthermore, a well designed detector tube has a response

that is essentially uniform for a wide range of entrance angles,

thus permitting a significant "bend" in the optical axis (at the

cone entrance). Analyses indicate that gimbal deflections of 20 °

decrease the efficiency of this optical system by less than five

percent. Since a 17 ° deviation of the optical axis (wheel spin axis)

from the orbit plane normal is sufficient to remove the scan cone

from the earth, the above range is certai_1__v more than adequate.
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The design of the cone is fully discussed in Reference VII-2

and for this discussion it is sufficient to note the design results.

FromFigure VII-2 it my be noted that the objective lens concentrates
the incoming energy onto a field lens at the entrance of the tube.

The focal length and the diameter of the objective lens are 3.6 and
1.87 inches respectively. The field lens focal length is also

3.6 inches. The height and the width of the tube entrance are

designed to result in FOVangles of 14.1° and 3.46°, whencoupled

with the prism gain of 2.4. Hence, the height (parallel to the

roll axis) is 0.406 inches and the width is 0.106 inches. The exit

of the tube ideally requires a bolometer flake which is 2.50 mmby
•675 ram. (Based upon discussions with the Barnes Engineering Company,

it appears that such a unit can be obtained on special order.) The

time constant of such a bolometer flake maybe expected to be on the
volts *

order of 1.1 milliseconds and its responsivity is lO0 ---_.

Of considerable interest is the optical efficiency of this

unique horizon sensing system, and the resulting power presented to
the bolometer flake.

The radiance N for a 200°K earth within the CO2 band (14.5
to 16 microns) is:

N = 2.02 x lO "4 watts
2cm steradian

*The reference flake is provided to allow nulling (via a bridge
circuit) of such environmental effects as the ambient temperature.
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The irradiance is

H = N n -- " """(2.02xlO'4)(l._9)xlO -2 = 3.01xl0 -6
w_tts

2
cm

where _ is the solid angle formed by the effective field of view

of the cone channel. The power input to the system (prior to any

attenuation) is :

P = HA (3.01 x 10"6)(18.3) = 55 x lO -6 watts

where A is the area of the objective lens in square centimeters.

The energy transmission efficiency is

where

W =

OB=

P =

r I =

F2 =

T

FI =

= (w)(oB)CP)CFI)CF2)( )(FI)=

(wir_iow efficiency) = -9

(obliquity factor) = .47

(prism efficiency) = .9

(objective lens efficiency) = .9

(field lens efficiency) = .9

(tube efficiency) = .6

(filter loss) = .5

Hence, the power transmitted to the flake is

Pf = P_T = (95xi0-6)('O92) = 5.05 x 10 -6 watts

Basing the frequency band on a null crossing tim8 of .i9 x 10-3 sec

(Figure VII-7) the calculated signal-to-noise ratio is approximately

225 to I.
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2. The Immersed Bolometer Sensin 6 System

This configuration (Figure VII-S) is more conventional than the

one preceding. An immersed bolometer is located in the focal plane

of objective lens and is part of the gimballed reaction wheel

assembly. The lens has a focal length and a diameter of 2.7 and

1.87 inch respectively. In this system the apparent size of the

bolometer flake establishes the field of view of the system. Hence3

the actual bolometer flake dimensions must be approximately 2.0 mm

by 0._ mm. The time constant of such a bolometer is on the order

of two milliseconds. _he elect_'ical output signal from the bolometer

may be routed (after preamplification): (i) via the air core trans-

formers; (ii) it may be frequency modulated and routed via the

flexure wire and then a transformer to the signal processing

circuitry, or (iii) it may be routed (prior to preamplification) via

hardwires appropriately arranged to produce minimum restraint torques

on the suspended assembly.

The efficiency of this optical system is greater than that of

the alternate design, resulting in a bolometer input power level of

approximately 9.4 x l0 -6 watts and a signal-to-noise ratio of 610

to 1. Notice, however, that this estimate does not account for

any reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio which may be introduced

during transmission of the bolometer output signal to the housing.

Of course, this consideration does not apply to the preceding design.

*The continuous power required for preamplification at the bolometer

output could be provided, for instance, by a small battery_nich

would be recharged from the motor input voltage.

**In both cases the signal-to-noise ratio does not include electri-

cal effects (e.g.# amplifier noise).
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G. SIGNAL PROCESSING AND CONTROL ELECTRONICS

The block diagram of the necessary electronic circuitry is

sho_n on Figure VII-8. The electronics assembly consists of three

functional units; namely, (i) the sun rejection and the earth signal

reconstruction circuitry 3 (il) the earth pulse width discrimination

and computation circuitry, and finally, (iii) the reaction wheel

assembly control and drive electronics.

The sun pulse rejection andthe signal reconstruction process-

ing problem has been solved previously (for example, see Reference

VII-S). Here it is sufficient to mention that the circuitry

essentially ignores sun pUlses via a pulse width discrimination

technique and converts the earth signal to a str_ight-slded pUlse

which then can be used for computation of the vehicle attitudes.

This technique eliminates the employment of sun shades and is

realized by peaking out the bolometer thermal time constant prior to

post amplification. Carrying the resulting broadband signal to a

high level _limiting stage and then applying the necessary noise

limiting filter essentially ignores the sun except for those orbits

where the sun pUlse apl_ars at or near the horizon. Under this

condition the resUlting error is still tolerable. If the clipping

level E c is made sufficiently greater than the threshold level ET

and the cutoff frequency of the low pass filter is Judiciously chosen

the sun pulse will never pass through the threshold detector. An

appropriate choice of the ratio Ec/E T also minlmi, zes the effect of

the delay introduced by the filter when the scan speed varies due

to pitch attitude control activities.
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The indicated computation circuitry consists of reference pulse

conditioning and AND" gating of these signals in conjunction with

the reconstructed earth signal. This scheme allows determination of

the earth pulse width (Wi ) occurring in each quadrant of the scan

cone. For clarity consider the case of a planar scan (a = 90o).

Representing the scan locus by a unit circle3 the portion of the

scan cycle during which the field of view intersects the earth is

represented by a circular sector of an appropriate angular width.

For no pitch error this sector is bisected by a vertical reference

axis, established with respect to the body of the wheel-scanner

assembly by a pulse from the magnetic pickoff. Four such signals

dividing the scan cone into four quadrants are avaJlable. As the

vehicle rotates about the pitch axis, the earth pulse angle also

rotates with respect to the vertical reference axis. The angle

defining this motion relative to the reference vertical is a measure

of the pitch error. Two possible processing schemes are provided:

'sln2@" and "sin@" processing. (Either can be selected via ground

cormnand if such a capability is desired.) For "sin@" processing

the pulse sector components of the quadrants I and II are weighed

positively while those in quadrants III and IV are negatively

weighed; "sin2@" processing is achieved by interchanging the weight-

ing of the pulse components in quadrants II and III.

As previously mentioned the reference pulses are derived from

the magnetic pickoff. The motor speed variations will result in

the offsets of both the width and the position of the earth recon-

structed pulse with respect to the reference. To compensate for

these offsets the magnetic pickoff reference pulses are appropriately
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delayed. This delay is provided by the indicated multivibrator

circuits and is equal to the average of the leading and the trailing

edge of the earth pulse. Becauseboth the amplitude and the width

of the pulse from the vertical reference magnetic pickoff are

linearily related to the scanner speed, special care is exercised

in the reference pulse circuitry. _ne technique chosen for mini-

mlzing the effect of magnetic pickoff _aveform changes is to

mechanically shorten the rotating tooth as muchas possible.

Electronically, the pickoff output pulse is processed by a "zero

crossing detector" with built-in hysteresis. The trailing edge of

the detector output always occurs at zero voltage level and# hence,

is coincident with the samemechanical position of the scanner

regardless of the scanner speed. This processed reference signal

sets the flip-flop circuit and then is AND"gated with the recon-

structed earth pulse. Each flip flop is reset by the reference pulse
occurring 90° after the one with which it was set (Figure VII-8).

The resulting outputs of the "AND"gates are appropriately weighed

and filtered. The pitch error signal so derived is introduced to

the reaction wheel assembly control and the drive circuitry.

The reaction wheel assembly control circuitry includes a pulse
modulator with a small deadbandand nonlinear bias tachometer feed-

back loop (Figure VII-8). Theseelements provide pitch attitude

control and inhibit the wheel speed to within the lO00 to 2000 rpm

s_r_edrange selected for proper scanner operation and bias momentum

maintenance. Motor speed information can be derived by processing

the reference pulses used in sca1_uersignal processing. The design

and performance of the reaction wheel control system is described in

detail in Appendix III.
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It is anticipated that imolementation of the above circuits

described will involve microcircuitry with the exception of the

motor driver. The weight and the nominal circuit power requirements

are estimated as 4 lbs and 9 watts, respectively. Detailed circuit

design is beyond the scope of the present study.
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